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ABSTRACT

Analyses of the noble gases in samples of iron nH.tvor·itf'S arc
presented which indicate tht· following:

l.

Tbe inclusions of inlJJ

meteorites contain noble gases with a wide range of isotopic campositions.

2.

The noble gas concentration and isotopic anomalies arc

often grossly inhomogeneously distributed within a given inclusion
and vary from inclusion to inclusion in a meteorite.

3.

Silicate

inclusions appear to be the most promising samples for I-Xc and
Pu-Xe datin0.

4.

Graphite and troilite in addition to the silicate

inclusion contain significant radiogenic 12 9xe anomalies.

5.

The

total I-Xe (and in the case of Toluca silicates total Pu-Xe) formation
intervals of most of the iron meteorites studied are approximatEly
equal to the total 1-Xe and Pu-Xe formation intervals of
6•

chondrit~s.

l29x e 1n
. s1. 1.1cate 1nc
.
l us1ons
.
.
.
of
Th e a b sence o f ra d 1ogen1c

t he

Kodaikanal iron meteorite is consistant with the short Rb-Sr and
K-Ar ages of this meteorite.

The six points above are interprE'tcJ

as evidence that iron meteorites were not formed as the molten core
of a planetary sized body due to heating and gravitational differentiation of chondritic material.
Analyses of stone meteorite data indicate that:

l.

The matrix

material in addition to the chondrules of stone meteorites are suitable for I-Xe dating.

2.

The low temperature data obtainl'd from

heating experiments on neutron irradiated meteorites can be used
to reconstruct the thermal histories of the stone meteorites.

iii

The decay parameters are presented for th0 following decays:
1.

The electron-capture decay of 86 Rb.

134 xe. 3. The double beta-decay of 130 Te.
yields from the spontaneous fission of

The decay of 134 cs to

2.

252

4.
Cf.

The xenon and krypton
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The research reported here is the result of a three year investigation of the early chronology of the solar system as recorded in
the isotopic composition of noble gases, particularly in the isotopes
of xenon.

This work does not follow a single chain of logic but can

be considered as a network of ideas which results from the interactions
of three main lines of research in this laboratory with the results
of other laboratories around the world.

This study was undertaken

in order to obtain new data which could be used to examine the existing ideas on the early history of the solar system.
In the fall of 1966 when the research described in this dissertation was initiated, the field of xenon chronology could be summarized as follows:
1.

The isotopic composition of xenon trapped in meteorites was

distinctly different from the xenon in the earth's atmosphere.

Mete-

oritic xenon appeared to contain fascinating and potentially useful
clues about the early history of the solar system.

However, the num-

ber of interpretations of these clues equaled and often exceeded the
number of interpreters.
2.

Chondritic stone meteorites contained a prominent excess of

.
129 Xe, but on 1 y m1nor
.
. 131-136x e.
.
radiogen1c
amounts o f f.1ss1ogen1c
3.

Achondritic stone meteorites contained major anomalies of

fissiogenic 131-136 Xe, but only minor anomalies of radiogenic 12 9xe.
4.

Except for the preliminary work of Reynolds (1963) on Sardis

troilite, no xenon data were available on the iron meteorites.
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A.

HISTORY OF NOBLE GASES FOR DATING CHRONOLOGICAL EVENTS
The use of a noble gas isotope in geochronology was first sug-

gested by Rutherford (1905).

He noted that the accumulation of helium

in a mineral containing uranium or thorium could be used to measure
the age of the mineral.

In a series of papers R. J. Strutt (better

known as Lord Rayleigh, 1908-1911) pioneered the development of the
helium method of age determination and calculated the first radiometric mineral ages.

He realized that the values he obtained were only

lower limits of the real age, due to diffusive losses of helium.
The second noble gas isotope to be used in geochronology was
~-activity

The

Thomson (1905).

of potassium has been known since the work of

However, the work of von

suggested the K-Ar dating method.
Weizs~cker

1

s

Weizs~cker

(1932) first

The following account of von

work was given by Houtermans (1966, p. 1):

"Everybody occupied with questions of the abundance of
nuclides knew that there exists an excess of 40Ar in the
earth's atmosphere by about a factor 300-1000. All other
chemically analogous elements show a steady decline in terrestrial and cosmochemical abundance with increasing atomic
weight.
Th0 heavier rare gases also follow this trend, with
the exception of thP abnormally high abundance of 40 Ar in the
earth's atmospherP.
C. F. von Weizs~cker concluded - only
from the 40Ar abundance evidence -·
1. The total activity of K is due to 40K.
2. Since it was known that potassium does not emit
posi trans, at least less than a few p<c'rcent of its ,~- emissian, he assumed the existence of a process - entirely unknown experimentally at that time - namely electron capture
by the nucleus, preferably from the K-shell .
On the basis of these conclusions von Weizsacker su6gested:

1. The measurement of 40Ar in minerals and rocks as a
geochronological method of dating,
2. The entire excess of 40Ar in the earth's atmosphere
as due to 40K decay by electron capture . 11
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Although it was not until 1948 that the decay scheme of 40K
was determined accurately (Suess, 1948) and the experimental techniques developed well enough to measure the excess 40Ar in minerals
(Aldrich and Nier, 1948), the K-Ar dating method has grown explosively
from the first age determinations of Gentner and coworkers (Pahl et
al., 1950; Smits and Gentner, 1950).

Today, in laboratories all over

the world, the K-Ar dating method is used routinely to determine the
age of objects from a few thousand to over four billion years old.
B.

"CORRELATED" I-XE DATING

Harrison Brown (1947) first suggested the possibility that isotopes with half-lives on the order of 107 to 108 years might have
been present in the early solar system.

Although such isotopes would

be extinct today, he observed that in favorable cases it might be
possible to detect the stable daughters of the extinct isotopes.
Brown noted that 1 2 9 r, which ~decays to 129 xe with a 17 million
year (m.y.) half-life, was the most promising isotope.

The gaseous

nature of xenon produces a large geochemical fractionation from iodine
during the formation of a mineral.

Therefore, the decay of small

amounts of l29r would produce large changes in the isotopic composition of xenon.
If isotopes with half-lives of 107 to 108 years had existed,
their decay products should be most prominent in very old samples.
Age determinations starting with the K-Ar work of Gerling and Pavlova
(1951) have established that meteorites have undergone little or no
metamorphic processing during the last 4.5 billion years (b.y.).

4

Since the decay products of extinct elements should be most prominent in very old sample and as the oldest terrestrial rocks are about
3.0 b.y. old, meteorites appeared to be the most promising samples
for the detection of extinct elements.

However, the first evidence

of an extinct isotope was discovered in a terrestrial sample by
Inghram and Reynolds (1950) during their search for the double p
decay of

130

Te.

They analyzed the xenon extracted from a 1.5 b.y.

old telluride from Sweden.

In addition to the sought excess of

they also found excess 129 xe and 131 xe.

130

Xe,

The excess l3lxe and part

of the excess 129 xe were attributed to neutron capture reactions on
tellurium.

The rest of the excess 12 9xe they suggested might be from

the decay of extinct l29I.
The first searches for extinct isotopes in stone meteorites
were unsuccessful.

Wasserburg and Hayden (1955) and Reynolds and

Lipson (1957) were unable to detect any differences between the isotopic composition of atmospheric xenon.
After the development of a new high sensitivity mass spectrometer
and the improvement of ultra-high vacuum techniques, Reynolds (1960a)
announced the discovery of excess

129

Xe (hereafter referred to as

129 rxe) in the Richardton stone meteorite.

Assuming the l29rxe to

result from in situ decay of 129 I, he calculated that 350 ~ 60 m.y.
had elapsed between the formation of the elements and the solidification of the meteorite.

In this and a later paper (Reynolds, 1960b)

on the Murray meteorite, he reported in addition to 129 rxe (the "special 11 xenon anomaly) a smaller but significant difference between the

5

relative abundance of other stable isotopes of meteoritic xenon and
the isotopic abundance of atmospheric xenon (the "general" xenon
anomaly).

He suggested that the "general anomaly" pattern could be

due to a mass fractionation of atmospheric xenon plus the addition
of

134

xe and

136

xe to meteoritic xenon.

He noted in conclusion that

l34xe and l36 Xe ~re produced in the slow particle fission and spontaneous fission of heavy nuclides.
The existence of

129r

.
Xe was qu1ckly confirmed by other laborator-

ies, (Signer, 1960; Zahringer and Gentner, 1961; Clarke and Thode,
1961) and shown to be a general property of stone meteorites.

The

assumption that the 129 rxe resulted from the in situ decay of extinct 129 1 which had been produced during galatic nucleosynthesis
was quickly challenged, however.

Fowler et al. (1962) suggested

that 12 91 was produced by a particle irradiation relatively late in
the development of the solar system and, therefore, could not be
used to measure a formation interval.

However, a recent review by

Reynolds (1967) indicates that there is no evidence in the isotopic
composition of any other elements .for the particle irradiation suggested by Fowler et al.

(1962).

A second and more serious objection to the I-Xe formation interval involves the assumption that 129 rxe arises from the in situ
decay of 129 r.

Eberhardt and Geiss (1960) suggest that, in view of

the short time scale reported for the formation of Ricardton, the
129

1 did not decay in situ but that local variations in l29xe con-

tent may have been stored for long periods of time in the early
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solar system before being incorporated into the meteorites.

If this

were the case the l29rxe/ 127 r ratios would be meaningless.
Jeffery and Reynolds (1961) first reported an experiment designed
to demonstrate the in

~ decay of 129 r.

Abee was irradiated in a nuclear reactor.
in l00°C steps to 1500°C.

A sample of the meteorite
The sample was then heated

The gas evolved at each temperature was

analyzed and a correlation between the release of 129 rxe and reactor
produced 128*Xe (from the 121 1 (n, y) 12s 1 ( {3-) 128 *xe reaction) was
sought.

A good correlation of the 12 9rxe with the 12 8*xe was found

for the high temperature fractions but the low temperature fractions
contained 128*xe unaccompanied by l29rxe.
Reynolds (1963) using a simplified method of data analysis suggested by Fish and Gales (1962) reported I-Xe formation intervals
for three irradiated stone metoerites and one unirradiated sample of
iron meteorite.

The time interval between formation of the elements

and the onset of retention of 12 9rxe in the Abee and Richardton chondrites was reported to be 52 m.y. and the I-Xe formation interval
for the Bruderheim chondrite was 35 m.y., i.e., the Bruderheim
chondrite formed 17 m.y. earlier than Richardton or Abee.
mation intervals were calculated using the high temperature
fractions of the meteoritic xenon.

These for11

correlated 11

Reynolds (1963) also reported a

formation interval of "about 200 m.y. later than Abee 11 for the unirradiated troilite from sardis iron meteorite based on the total 129 rxe
and 12 7 I.
Between 1963 and 1966 Reynolds and coworkers (Reynolds and Turner,
1964; Turner, 1965; Merrihue, 1965) reported data on the temperature
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analysis of irradiated samples of the Pantar, Renazzo, and

Bjurb~le

chondrites in addition to Bruderheim, Richardton, and Abee chondrites.
The formation interval for all of these meteorites was in the range
of 50 to 70 m.y.

Merrihue (1966) reported a redetermination on a

chondrule from Bruderheim in the above range and cast doubt on the
earlier 35 m.y. value for Bruderheim.
So far this review has followed the work on I-Xe dating in
Reynolds' laboratory at Berkeley.

This is to establish a simple,

chronological background against which the work of other laboratories can be considered.

Reynolds' views on I-Xe dating can be sum-

marized briefly as follows:
1.

Only the 129 rxe which is demonstrably correlated with 127 1

can be used to calculate a valid I-Xe formation interval.

He be-

lieves that the correlation of 128 *xe with 129 rxe as observed in the
high temperature fractions of neutron irradiated meteorites demonstrates such a correlation.
2.

I-Xe formation intervals based on the total 129 rxe and 127 1

contents are not generally meaningful.
Dr. Reynolds' views are by no means universally accepted by
other workers in the field.

The major competing view is that I-Xe

ages based on the total l27r and l29rxe contents are valid.

The de-

velopment of this view has been coupled with the development uf the
Pu-Xe dating method and will be reviewed in relation to the Pu-Xe
method.

C.

TOTAL I-XE AND PU-XE DATING
Kuroda (1960, 1961) suggested that since the xenon concentration

of the Murray meteorite as reported by Reynolds (1960b) was greater
than that of the earth, and since the isotopic composition of Murray
xenon was different from that of atmospheric xenon, the isotopic composition of Murray xenon best represented the composition of "primordial" xenon.

By normalizing the xenon isotopes to the 13-shielded iso-

tope, 130 xe, Kuroda was able to show that:
1.

Atmospheric xenon contained a lOio excess of the fission pro-

.
131-136 Xe.
duced 1sotopes
2.

This excess of heavy xenon isotopes was greater than could

be attributed to the spontaneous fission decay of uranium and thorium
during the 4.5 b.y. age of the earth.
3.

The relative yields of the fission isotopes were different

from any known fission products.

He suggested that fission excess

.
.
.
244P u or 24 7cm,
was due to one of two ext1nct
transuran1um
1sotopes,
and calculated a Pu-Xe formation interval for the earth comparable
to that obtained for meteorites.
244pu is a particularly attractive isotope with which to calculate a formation interval.

It can be produced only in galactic nucleo-

synthesis while 129 r can result from a number of nuclear processes besides galactic nucleosynthesis, such as spallation reactions, fission,
or neutron capture on tellurium.

The longer half-life of 244Pu, 76

m.y. versus 17 m.y. for 129 I, is an additional argument for using this
transuranium element to date the time of element formation.
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Several authors (Merrihue, 1963; Reynolds, 1963; Reynolds and
Turner, 1964; Merrihue, 1966) reported small excesses of fission
isotopes which they tentatively attributed to the decay of 244Pu.
The important discovery, however, came with the announcement by Rowe
and Kuroda (1965) that the calcium-rich Pasamonte achondrite contained
a very prominent excess of fission xenon.

Rowe and Kuroda's paper

stimulated several investigations of the isotopic composition of
xenon in achondrites (Rowe and Bogard, 1966a; Marti et al., 1966;
Pepin, 1966; Kuroda et al., 1966; Eberhardt and Geiss, 1966; Rowe
and Bogard, 1966b).

These reports confirmed Rowe and Kuroda's ini-

tial discovery and demonstrated that fission anomalies were characteristic of calcium-rich achondritic material.

The results of these in-

vestigations permitted the calculation of Pu-Xe formation intervals
based on the total uranium content (assumed to be proportional to
the original plutonium content) and on the total content of fissiogenic 136xe (hereafter referred to as l3 6 fxe).

The Pu-Xe formation

intervals calculated for the achondrites were generally longer than
the I-Xe formation intervals for the chondrites.

The 129 rxe content

in most achondrites was found to be about an order of magnitude lower
than the

129

rxe content in chondrites; and the exact content of

129r

in achondrites was difficult to measure due to comparable amounts of
spallation produced xenon isotopes.

The I-Xe formation intervals

based on the total 127 1 and 129 rxe contents, however, did appear to
be roughly concordant with the Pu-Xe formation intervals of the
achondrites (Rowe, 1967).

Xe
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Before ending this discussion on the 244 Pu-produced xenon isotopes in nature, it should be pointed out that the fission yields
calculated from the achondritic xenon data did not agree with the
fission yields which Kuroda (1960) had calculated for atmospheric
xenon.

Thus it appears that the fission xenon in the atmosphere is

not exclusively the decay product of 2 44Pu.
In 1965 and 1966 additional support for the existence of extinct
244

ru came from a totally different field.

and Price et al.

Fleischer et al.

(1965)

(1966), using the fossil fission track method which

they discovered and developed, demonstrated that meteorites contained
fission tracks in excess of those which could be attributed to uranium and thorium spontaneous fission.

They attributed the excess fis-

sion tracks to the spontaneous fission decay of 244 Pu.

By studying

the annealing characteristics of the fossil tracks they were able to
reconstruct the cooling history of the meteorite parent bodies from
the variations in track density from mineral to mineral in the same
meteorite.
From 1960 to 1966 a number of authors (Reynolds, 1960c; Gales
and Anders, 1960; Cameron, 1962; Kuroda et al., 1966) calculated I-Xe
formation intervals of meteorites based on the total 127 1 and 12 9rxe
contents.

The values they obtained ranged from about 60 rn.y., which

is the value Reynolds was obtaining using the

11

correlated 11 I-Xe method,

to over 300 m.y.
The parallel development of the "correlated" I-Xe formation intervals and the "total" Pu-Xe and I-Xe formation intervals from fall
of 1966 to the present will be covered in the next section of this
dissertation.
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II.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The research discussed in this dissertation has been reported
in a series of eleven papers during the period May, 1967 to March,
1969.

Ten of these articles have been published and the other has

been submitted for publication.

Reproductions of these manuscripts

are included as Appendices I through XI.

In addition to the experi-

mental methods described in these manuscripts, a detailed description
of the experimental techniques is given in Appendix XII.
For clarity the following discussion will be divided into the
three more or less artifical divisions mentioned in the introduction.
However, all three research areas were proceeding simultaneously and
results in any one influenced the other two, i.e., this research is
in fact a unit and is best understood as such.

The appendices are

in the order of their publication dates and give a rough idea of the
chronological sequence of the actual experiments.
A.

I-XE DATING
As indicated in the introduction, the iron meteorites had heen

largely neglected in xenon chronology

work, up until 1966.

The lack

of interest was apparently due to a general belief (later verified)
that the highly differentiated nickel-iron phase would have degassed
during its formation.

The carbonaceous chondrites (Anders, 1963) and

a terrestrial carbon mineral, thucholite,

(Bogard et al., 1965) were

known to have trapped large quantities of noble gases.

Since nodules

of graphite occur sporadically in iron meteorites (Mason, 1962), a
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sample of such a nodule was analyzed usin3 the hypothesis that the
carbon might have scavenged noble gases during the formation of the
nodule.
The first analysis of a graphite sample from the Canyon Diablo
meteorite, as reported by Alexander and Manuel (1967), Appendix I,
was successful.

The xenon spectra contained the third largest ex-

cess of 129 rxe ever reported in meteoritic xenon, 8.52 x 10-lO cm 3
STP/gm.

There was a smaller anomaly of 128 xe.

The rest of the xenon

isotopes did not display the general anomaly pattern characteristic
of meteoritic xenon.

The krypton spectra contained excesses at 80 Kr

and 82 Kr and smaller excesses at 83 Kr and 86 Kr.

The anomalies at

128 xe, 80 Kr and 82 Kr were attributed to neutron capture reactions on
12 7 1

'

79B

81 Br respectively.
r, and

It was suggested that the smaller

excess at 8 3Kr could be due to either cosmic ray induced spallation
reactions or neutron capture on

82

se.

The origin of the small ex-

cess at 86 Kr was not understood but the existence of a previously
undetected electron-capture branch in the decay of

86

Rb was suggested

as a possible explanation.
In a latter paper Bennett and Manuel (1967) reported the iodine
content of Canyon Diablo graphite and calculated I-Xe formation intervals based on the total 129 rxe and iodine contents.

The values

they obtained, 131 and 110 m.y. depending on the model of continuous
nucleosynthesis chosen, are not directly comparable to Reynolds' "correlated" I-Xe formation intervals but fall in the range of values,
127 to 300 m.y. obtained by Kuroda et al.

(1966) for twelve stone

l3

Meteorites using the same "whole rock" method.

Bennett and Manuel

interpreted the agreement as evidence that iron meteorites formed
during the same time period as the stone meteorites.

This was in

direct contradiction to the conclusion of Reynolds (1963) based on
his results for Sardis troilite.
Shortly after the work on Canyon Diablo graphite was published,
two relevant papers were published by workers in Reynolds' laboratory.
In the first paper, Munk (1967a) published an analysis of the noble
gases extracted for the iron phase of the Costilla Peak meteorite.
The isotopic compositions of the gases he reported were attributed
almost entirely to spallation reactions induced by cosmic rays.

He

was only able to give an upper limit on the 129 rxe content, 2.2 x
l0- 13 cm3 STP/gm, which was a factor of 400 less than had been found
in Canyon Diablo graphite.
In the second paper, Hohenberg et al.

(1967a) reported that all

of the diverse chondrites analyzed by their "correlated" I-Xe dating
method had the same formation interval to within one or two m.y.
Hohenberg et al.

(19611) suggested that the event they were dating

was the formation of the spherical shaped chondrules which are common to chondrites.

This suggestion was based on the following four

considerations: 1) chondrules were formed at high temperatures (Wood,
1963); 2) "correlated" I-Xe dating technique dates only the high temperature fraction of the meteorites; 3) analysis of a separated chondrule yielded the same age observed in total chondrites; and 4) chondrules were the only obvious characteristic common to the meteorites
examined by Hohenberg et al.

(1967a).

If their method and conclusions

were valid, they had established a very important point in the
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chronology of the early solar system.

Their results indicated a need

for "correlated" I-Xe dating on chondrule-free meteoritic material
such as achondrites, iron meteorites, and the matrix material of
chondrites.
In an effort to find the most suitable material from an iron
meteorite for a "correlated" I-Xe experiment the analyses of iron
meteorites were extended.

As Munk 1 s results on Costilla Peak and

later work (Munk, 1967b) on Misteca and Carbo iron meteorites had
shown the metal phase of iron meteorites to contain only very small
amounts of 129 rxe, it was decided to concentrate on the accessory
minerals present in iron meteorites.
Troilite, FeS, is by far the most abundant accessory mineral in
iron meteorites (Mason, 1962).
and is easy to obtain.

It commonly occurs in large nodules

Alexander et al.

(1968b) Appendix III, re-

ported the analysis of a troilite nodule from the Great Namaqualand
iron meteorite.

The krypton and xenon contained major anomalies at

80Kr, 83Kr, 129 xe, and l3lxe.

The other xenon isotopes appeared to

consist of the same "primordial" xenon reported in carbonaceous
chondrites, which is distinctly different from the atmospheric type
xenon found in Canyon Diablo graphite.

This paper first demonstrated

the presence of the chondritic xenon anomaly in an iron meteorite.
The total xenon content was about three orders of magnitude lower
than that of Canyon Diablo graphite but comparable to the xenon content reported by Munk (1967a) in the iron phase of Costilla Peak.
The anomalies at 83Kr, 13lxe, and part of the l29xe anomaly were attributed to neutron capture on 82se, 130Te, and 12 8Te, respectively.
The geochemical nature of selenium and tellurium are such that they
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are expected to concentrate in troilite (Mason, 1962).

Clarke and

Thode (1964) had previously reported a 83 Kr anomaly due to neutron
capture on B2 se in Canyon Diablo troilite.

The excess at 80Kr (and

a smaller excess at 82 Kr) was attributed to neutron capture on bromine.
the

From the measured iodine content, 90 parts per billion, and

129

rxe content of 7.9 x lo- 12 to 4.3 x l0- 12 crn 3 STP/grn total

I-Xe formation intervals of 216 to 231 rn.y. were calculated.

The

.
129r
range 1n the
Xe content was due to the uncertainty in the fraction of the

129

xe due to neutron capture on tellurium.

Fleischer et al. (1967) had reported that the silicate minerals
of the Toluca iron meteorite contained fossil fission tracks from
the spontaneous fission of 2 44Pu.

Using these fossil fission tracks

they calculated formation intervals from 95 to 830 m.y. for different silicate minerals.

As the formation intervals measurable by

the I-Xe method fall in the above range, silicates from an iron
meteorite seemed to be promising samples for investigation.

Although

silicate inclusions are very rare in most iron meteorites, a sample
of Toluca containing a silicate inclusion was obtained.

The inclu-

sion was a complex intergrowth of silicates, troilite, and schreibersite.

The thrct_ 1dwr:1lf 1>t.re separated and the results of the noblP

gas analyses on each were reported in Alexander and Manuel (1968a),
Appendix IV.
of

129rxe.

The silicate minerals contained 4.08 x lo- 10 cm3 STP/grn
This was more than was contained in the other minerals

and about half the amount found in Canyon Diablo graphite.
troilite contained 9.38 x lo-ll ern

3

STP/gm of

129r

Xe and the

The
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schreibersite contained 1.94 x lo-ll cm3 STP/gm.

The large l29rxe

content of the silicate fraction confirmed the existence of major
l29rx e anorna 1.1Ps 1n
.
th e 1uC_us1ons
.
J
•
.
.
o f 1ron
rneteor1tes.

The factor

of 20 variation in the 129 rxe content of the intergrown schreibersite and silicates suggested, however, that l29rxe is very inhomogenously distributed within a given inclusion.
El Goresy (1965) had documented the extremely complex mineralogy
of many graphite inclusions and in view of the inhornogenous distribution of 129 rxe in the Toluca silicate inclusion additional samples
of Canyon Diablo graphite were analyzed.

The results of the second

graphite analyses were also reported in Alexander and Manuel (1968a).
A sample of powdered graphite from a second graphite
Diablo was analyzed first.

nodul~

in Canyon

In the powdered graphite the xenon con-

tent was over eight times larger and an upper limit on the 129 xe
content was about an order of magnitude smaller than in the sample
of Canyon Diablo graphite reported earlier (Alexander and Maruel,
1967).

A second sample of the original 5raphite nodule was then

analyzed.

Since it appeared that a major part of the xenon ohserved

in the first and second analyses was absorbed atmospheric xenon, tht:
second sample was analyzed in two temperature steps.

The first

(850°C)

fraction contained 99% of the total xenon and 83% of the 129 rxe.
The total 129rxe in the two temperaturP fractions was almost an order
of maGnitude smaller than that in the sample reportt>d in Alexander
and Manuel (1967) even though both samples came from the samP nodule.
This large difference wa6 attributt>d to a grossly inhomogenous
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. t r1. b ut1on
.
. t h e graph1te
.
d 1s
o f 129 Xe 1n
nodule.

The formation interval

calculated for the second sample of the original nodule using the
tota 1 iodine ( Bennett and Manuel, 1967) and 129r Xe was 200 m.y.,
which agreed well with the formation interval calculated for Great
Namaqualand troilite.
In summary, the work reported in Appendices I, Ill, and IV ind{cated that silicate inclusions would probably be the best samples
from iron meteorites for "correlated" I-Xe dating.

Graphite samples

would be less suitable for "correlated" 1-Xe dating.

Some samples

of graphite apparently contained very large anomalies but others did
not.

Thus until the mineral or minerals containing the 129 rxe were

identified there was no way of determining in advance whether or not
a given sample of graphite contained sufficient 129 rxe.

The low

129 rxe content of troilite inclusions would make it difficult to deteet the 129rxe accurately in each thermal fraction unless very large
samples were used.
In January, 1968 Hohenberg (1968) published the results of a
"correlated" I-Xe dating of the Shallowater achondrite.
indicated that

11

His results

on the basis of I-Xe chronology, Shallowater is con-

temporaneous with the chondrites".

Shallowater was selected because

it was the only achondrite known to contain a large

129r

Xe anomaly.

Hohenberg cautioned that Shallowater was an atypical achondrite and
might not be representative of the achondrites.
Manuel et al.

(1968), Appendix VI, reported the results of a

careful re-examination of all the "correlated" 1-Xe data published
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through the work of Hohenberg (1968).

The study was prompted by the

large body of unexplained low temperature data which workers in
Reynolds' laboratory had accumulated.

obtaine~

All the high temperature data

127
measured a 129 rxe/
r ratio of about lo-4.

The low tern-

perature data systematically measured a smaller ratio.

Previous

workers had dismissed the low temperature data as spurious and as
probably caused by diffusive loss of

129

rxe over the lifetime of

the meteorite (Hohenberg et al., 1967) or by some other unknown
mechanism.
Manuel et al.

(1968) demonstrated that the diffusive loss nee-

essary to explain the low temperature data would completely destroy
the high temperature correlation.

They were able to show that other

proposed mechanisms for producing spurious low temperature data were
also unlikely and that the simplest explanation was that the low
temperature data were valid measurements of the 12 9r;l27r ratios
when the low temperature minerals started to retain radiogenic 129 xe.
Proceeding on this hypothesis "cooling curves" for the chondrites
and the Shallowater achondrites were constructed by plotting the extraction temperature of each fraction versus the formation interval
of that fraction.

The thermal histories revealed by the "cooling

curves" were consistent with results obtained in a wide variety of
related fields in meteorites (Wood, 1963; Anders, 1964; Wood, 1967;
Larimer and Anders, 1967).
Burnett and Wasserburg (1967) and Bogard et al.

(1967) discovered

that the iron meteorite Kodaikanal contained silicate inclusions which
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yielded concordant Rb-Sr and K-Ar ages of about 3.8 b.y.

Kodaikanal,

therefore, became the first meteorite known to have formed after the
4.5 b.y. event from which the earth and most meteorites apparently
date.

As Alexander and Manuel (1968a) had shown that Toluca sili-

cates contained large amounts of

129

rxe, Kodaikanal silicates pro-

vided a crucial test of a basic postulate of I-Xe dating.

Any l29I

present during the formation of other meteorites would have decayed
away before Kodaikanal was formed.

If Kodaidanal contained any 129 rxe,

that fact alone would destroy I-Xe dating and indicate that some unknown nuclear process was creating the

129

rxe.

The results of analyses of Kodaikanal silicates were reported
in Alexander and Manuel (1968b), Appendix V.

12 9rxe was not detected

(upper limit of 6 x lo-l3 cm3 STP/gm) and, therefore, support was
added to the postulate that
129 r.

l29r

Xe arises from the decay of extinct

The results for the lighter gases have been confirmed and re-

fined by Bogard et al.

(1969).

In order to test the hypothesis of Hohenberg et al.

(1967a) that

the high temperature isochron they measured is contained in the chondrules, it was necessary to apply the I-Xe dating technique to the
matrix material of chondrites.

Alexander and Manuel (1969), Appendix

VIII, reported the results of preliminary experiments designed to
see if the matrix material is suitable for I-Xe dating.

The results

demonstrated that the l29rxe resided in both the chondrules and matrix.
Due to a smaller concentration of the other xenon isotopes in the
chondrules, the 129 rxe anomaly was more prominent in the chondrules,
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but the 129 rxe was almost as abundant in the matrix of Bjurbole as
in its chondrules.

The matrix material of chondrites seemed, there-

fore, to be suitable for I-Xe dating and experiments on this measurement are presently underway in this laboratory.
Fireman and DeFelice (1968) reported noble gas analyses of graphite, troilite, and the metal phase from the Deelfontein iron meteorite
which qualitatively confirmed the earlier results on Canyon Diablo
graphite, Great Namaqualand troilite, and Toluca troilite.

In the

trolite they reported "the Xe has a very large 129 xe anomaly,
129 xe! 132 xe

=

3.45, probably due to extinct l2 9 I, and excesses at

128x e an d 13lx e, probably due to neutron capture on I and Te".
The 129 rxe content was 4.0 x

(Fireman and DeFelice, 1968, p. 6111).
10 -11 em 3 STP I gm

The graphite contained more 129rx c,

in the troilite.

5.8 x 10-ll cm3 STP/gm (the average of two determinations), but it
also contained so much trapped xenon,
that the

l29r

Xe anomaly (

than in the troilite.

129

Xe/

132

Xe

132

=

Xe = 8.3 x 10

-10

em

3

STP.gm,

1.05) was much less prominent

They also reported an excess at 8 3Kr due to

neutron capture on 82 se.

Fireman and DeFelice reported that the nobl<~

gases in the metal phase were almost entirely spallation produced
which agreed with the earlier findings of Munk (1967a,b).

A major

contribution of Fireman and DeFelice's work was the suggestion (based
on the large amount of primordial argon and xenon) that the excess
129xe in graphite arises from an excess of 12 9xe that existed in an
"internal atmosphere" during the formation of the graphite inclusion.
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Fireman and DeFelice's "internal atmosphere" hypothesis, if true,
would completely invalidate the meaning of an I-Xe age determination
on graphite.

Therefore, it was decided to concentrate on the sili-

cate inclusions of Toluca.

The paper by Alexander et al.

(1969b),

Appendix XI, reported the results of a stepwise heating experiment
on Toluca silicates.

The behavior of xenon in an "internal atmos-

phere" is not completely obvious, but it may well be trapped in low
temperature sites.

The results of the stepwise heating experiment

indicated that most of the xenon and 129 rxe in Toluca silicates is
located in high temperature sites and, therefore, Toluca silicates
should be suitable for a "correlated" I-Xe determination.

Experi-

ments are in progress in this laboratory aimed at obtaining a "correlated" I-Xe age for Toluca silicates.
B.

PU-XE DATING
The study of fission produced xenon continued to be very active

through 1967.

In a lengthy, detailed paper Hohenberg et al.

(1967b)

showed that the results obtained from achondrites were consistent
between laboratories.

They confirmed the observation that the fissi-

ogenic xenon in achondrites had a well defined composition which was
different from that obtained from any known fission process.

By an

elaborate process of elimination Hohenberg et al. also ruled out all
possible sources other than

244

Pu spontaneous fission for the origin

of fissiogenic xenon in achondrites.

(For the rest of this discussion

this fission component discovered by Rowe and Kuroda (1965) will be
referred to a

11

Pasamonte-type 11 fission, after the meteorite in which
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it was discovered.

This fission component is now commonly assumed

to arise from the spontaneous fission of Z44Pu.)
While the other laboratories were confirming the initial discovery of fissiogenic xenon in Pasamonte, Kuroda and coworkers were
conducting a systematic survey of the noble gases in achondrites.
Their work culminated in two papers (Kuroda, 1967; and Sabu and
Kuroda, 1967) in which they reported a good agreement of the total
Pu-Xe and 1-Xe formation intervals for many of the achondrites.
Reynolds (1968) very seriously criticized the calculations of
Kuroda and coworkers and challenged the whole concept of total 1-Xe
and Pu-Xe formation intervals.

With this sharp public exchange the

field of xenon chronology became even more sharply polarized and exists today as two diametrically opposed camps.
Kuroda and coworkers believe that there exists a growing body
of data indicating that the total 1-Xe and Pu-Xe ages are concordant
in individual meteorites and that most of those ages which are not
concordant are due to experimental error (Kuroda et al., 1966; Meason
et al., 1967; Kuroda, 1967; Sabu and Kuroda, 1967, 1968; Reynolds
et al., 1969).

They also feel that the heating experiments on neutron

irradiated meteorites are poorly understood and may be subject to extensive gas losses (Sakamoto and Kuroda, 1969) which lead to totally
erroneous results.
Conversely, Reynolds and coworkers believe that only "correlated"
I-Xe formation intervals as obtained from a heating experiment on
neutron irradiated samples yield valid ages.

In the latest paper

from Berkeley (Hohenberg and Reynolds, 1969, p.6) they state:
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" .... we must doubt more than ever I-Xe age determinations
based upon the total amount of iodine and excess 129xe present.
We have no reason to believe that xenon in any of the stones
has been quantitatively retained since some sharply defined
moment in the early times when l29I was extant. Except for
"caging centers" where an I-Xe record has been preserved we
have ample reason, rather, to believe that 129 xe loss has
been substantial and that iodine has migrated to sites where
xenon retention is low."
They feel that total I-Xe and Pu-Xe ages are theoretically indefensible and any agreement between the Pu-Xe and I-Xe ages so calculated is purely coincidental.
One of the main goals of the research covered in this dissertation was the discovery of samples which could be used to test whether
the Reynolds or Kuroda method was correct for calculating formation
intervals.

The ideal sample for such a test would be one which con-

tained both major

129

rxe and

136

fxe anomalies.

In view of the fos-

sil fission track findings of Fleischer et al.

(196 7), Toluca sili-

cates seemed to be a particularly promising sample.
In the first analysis of Toluca silicates which was reported in
Alexander and Manuel (1968a), Appendix IV, no fission xenon was observed.

The sample contained so much xenon, however, that the failure

to detect any fission products was not surprising., Therefore, in a
second analysis the xenon was separated into three thermal fractions
In the low temperature fraction a component of Pasamonte-type fission was observed.
was reported in Alexander et al.

This second analysis

(1969b), Appendix XI.

On the basis

of the total 129rxe, 136fx e, iodine and uranium contents, total I-Xe
and Pu-Xe formation intervals were calculated for Toluca silicates
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which were concordant at about 200 m.y.

While Toluca silicates are

not the ideal sample described in the previous paragraph it will be
interesting to see how the results of a Reynolds' type "correlated"
experiment compare with the total I-Xe and Pu-Xe formation intervals
already obtained.

Such an experiment is underway in this laboratory.

The calculation of Pu-Xe formation intervals is complicated by
the existence of two apparent fission components in meteoritic material.

While the achondrites contain the Pasamonte-type fission com-

ponent, the primitive carbonaceous and unequilibrated chondrites contain an apparently different type of fission xenon (Reynolds and
Turner, 1964; Funk et al., 1967; Rowe, 1968; Pepin, 1967).

Although

the fission anomalies are less prominent in carbonaceous chondrites,
the quantitative amounts of fission xenon are much larger because
the carbonaceous chondrites contain orders of magnitude more xenon
than do the achondrites.

Most of the logic used by Hohenberg et al.

(196 7b) in assigning the Pasamonte-type fission to the spontaneous
fission of Z44pu applies with even greater force to the "carbonaceous
chondrite 11 type of fission.
The question of which (if either) of the apparent fission components in meteorites is due to the spontaneous fission of 244pu
could be decided simply by measuring the spontaneous fission yields
of man-made 244pu.

However, 244pu is not produced in the neutron

capture chain used to produce artificial transuranium elements, and
as yet it has not been produced in sufficient quantity to allow a
measurement of its spontaneous fission yields.

Therefore, the meas-

urement of the fission yields of other transuranium isotopes which
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are produced in larger quantity was initiated in hopes of discovering some systematics which could be used to estimate the 244pu fission yields .
The paper by Srinivasan et al.

(1969), Appendix X, reported the

results of a study of the spontaneous fission yields of 252cf.

The

xenon fission yields of 2 5 2 cf were between the xenon yields reported
in Pasamonte and in the carbonaceous chondrites.

This was interpreted

as evidence that Pasamonte-type fission is due to the spontaneous
fission decay of 2 44pu and that the carbonaceous chondrite type fission is due to some as yet undiscovered super heavy isotope.

Recent-

ly this same conclusion was independently reached in two papers
(Dakowski, 1969; Anders and Heyman, 1969) based on geochemical evidence.
C.

PRODUCTION OF XENON AND KRYPTON BY OTHER NUCLEAR REACTIONS
A thorough understanding of all nuclear reactions which produce

noble gas isotopes is essential to the correct interpretation of the
anomalies observed in noble gas analyses.

Since the noble gases are

extremely rare in most natural materials, nuclear reactions of very
low probability or cross section are often significant.

Thus the

high sensitivity and low background of the rare gas mass spectrometer
allow the measurement of many nuclear processes which produce noble
gas isotopes that are totally undetectable by more conventional methods.
The first work in this section which was reported by Alexander
et al. (1968a), Appendix II, was prompted by the reported excess of
86Kr in Canyon Diablo graphite (Alexander and Manuel, 1967).

The
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t) 6 Kr

latter paper su6gcsted that the

€xcess mi6ht be dur to a pre-

viously undetected electron-capture branch in the

d~cay

of

'~'6

u

Kb.

The analysis of the krypton extracted from a neutron irradiated
rubidium salt demonstrated that such a decay existed with a branchin3
ratio of ~E.c./~ 3 - = 5.0 x lo-5.

The measured branching ratio, how-

ever, was t\vO orders of magnitude too small to explain the observed
86 Kr anomaly.

There is still no satisfactory explanation for the

excess 86Kr in Canyon Diablo graphite.
After completing the 8 6 Rb work described above, the mass data
were surveyed for other isotopes which might decay to fonn noble
isotopes.

~as

The data indicated that about 1.02 MeV were available for

the l3 4 cs ----.. 134 xe transition.

Previous workers (Keister et al.,

1955; Mims and Halban, 1951) \vere only able to set upper limits on
the transition.

The paper by Alexander et al.

(1968c), Appendix VII,

reported the results of a study of this transition.
86 Rb exper1.ment,
·
t h e 134 c s

As with the

134 x e trans1.t1.on
· ·
was eas1.· 1 y d etecta bl e

~

but the measured branching ratio,

(~E.C.

+

~~+)/A~-= 4.5 x

10

-7 , was

much too small to significantly alter the isotopic composition of
xenon in known samples.
As mentioned in the introduction the first 12 9xe anomaly was
detected, not in a meteorite, but in a terrestrial tellurium ore
during the search for evidence of the double beta-decay of tellurium
(Inghram and Reynolds, 1950).
excess.

The l29xe excess was accompanied by

Although 129 Xe and 131 Xe are produced by neutron

capture on tellurium, their relative abundances did not fit that
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predicted by the cross sections and abundances of l28re and lJOTe.
Takaoka and Ogata (1966) measured similar excesses in another telluride and suggested that the reaction of negative muons on tellur.
130T e ( ~ - , n ) l29Sb ( B- ,B
,- ,p -) 129 Xe, 1n
. add1t1on
. .
1um,
to the capture of the secondary neutrons could explain the high 129 xe/ 1 3lxe
As the 129 rxe in meteoritic troilite (which

ratios they observed.

should be enriched in tellurium) is usually accompanied by a 131 xe
excess and as the reported half-life for the double beta decay of
130 re varied from 10 20 · 48 to 102 1. 34 years, the ar,alysis of additional
tellurium ore was undertaken.
The paper by Alexander et al.

(1969), Appendix IX, reported

the results obtained from a study of a telluride sample from Kirkland Lake, Ontario.

One of the major uncertainties in the half-

life of 130 Te was the lack of accu.cate ages of the tellurium minerals.

The Kirkland Lake ores had been accurately dated (Reesman

et al., 1968) by the Rb-Sr method.
of the telluride, 1826
to be 2.0

±

± 36

.J x 1021 years.

m.y.

Using their value for the

the half-life of

130

a~e

Te was found

The tellut-ide also contained excess

l29Xe and 131 xe with a l29xe/lJlxe ratio higher than could be accounted for by neutron capture on tellurium.

It was susgested that

while (n,y) reactions on tellurium produced both

129

reactions of fast neutrons (n,2n) would produce only

xl" and 131 xe the
129

Xe and thus

Cesium minerals represent an excellent test for the (n, 2n)
and/or negative muon hypotheses of the previous paragraph.

Cesium
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is monoisotopic and both neutrons and negative muons would produce
132xe

.

v~a

the

( ~ - ' n) 132xe.

.

react~ons

133cs (n, 2n) 13 2cs (E.C.) 132xe and 133cs

Neutron capture proceeds via the 13 3cs (n, y) l34cs

(~-) l34Ba reaction and does not produce xenon.

A systematic analy-

sis of cesium and other minerals containing elements near the noble
gases is underway in this laboratory.
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III.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to investi6ate the isotopic composition of the rare gases in iron meteorites.

Although a large

amount of work had been published on the isotopic composition of
rare gases in stone meteorites and the I-Xe and Pu-Xe ages calculated from these rare gas analyses, iron meteorites had not been
studied extensively.

An additional class of meteoritic samples

suitable for I-Xe and Pu-Xe dating was needed because the results
obtained from the two major classes of stone meteorites appeared
contradictory.

The main goal of this research was, therefore, to

find samples of iron meteorites which would be suitable for I-Xe
and Pu-Xe dating.
The analyses of iron meteorite samples indicated the following:
1.

The inclusions of iron metoerites contain noble gases with

a wide range of isotopic anomalies.
2.

The noble gas concentration and isotopic anomalies are

often grossly inhomogeneously distributed within a given inclusion
and vary from inclusion to inclusion in a meteorite.
3.

Silicate inclusions appear to be the most promising samples

for I-Xe and Pu-Xe dating.
4.

Graphite and troilite in addition to the silicate inclusions

..
..
t
s~gn~g~can

conta~n

5.

129rx e anoma 1 ~es.
·

The total I-Xe (and in the case of Toluca silicates total

Pu-Xe) formation intervals of most of the iron meteorites studied
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are approximately equal to the total I-Xe and Pu-Xe formation intervals of chondrites.

This suggests that the iron meteorites were not

formed as the molten core of a planetary sized body due to heating
and gravational differentiation of chondritic material.
6.

.
. .
.
.
f
Th e a b sence o f measura bl e 129r Xe 1n
s1 1 1cate 1nc 1 us1ons o

the Kodaikanal iron meteorite is consistent with the short Rh-Sr and
K-Ar ages of this meteorite.
In the course of this study it became necessary to re-examine
the data obtained from stone meteorites in an effort to better define the samples suitable for I-Xe dating.

This study of stone

meteorite data indicated that:
1.

The low temperature data obtained from heating experiments

on neutron irradiated meteorites could be used to reconstruct thermal histories of the stone meteorites.

The thermal histories so

revealed are consistent with the current understanding of meteorite
formation.
2.

The matrix material in addition to the chondrules of chon-

dritic stone meteorites contain 129 rxe and is, therefore, a possible
sample for I-Xe dating.
During the course of this investigation, it also became necessary
to study some nuclear reactions which produce stable isotopes of noble
gases as end products.
1.

The following decay parameters were obtained:

For the decay of 86 Rb, 86 sr ..,.•..c;1?_ _ S 6 Rb

(5.2 + .5) x 10-5 .

E.C.
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2.
AE.C. +A

For the decay of

~A-= (4.5
f:)

3.

13

±

134

.5)

X

13Cs, 134 Ba ...~~---- 134cs

E.C.

+

13""

134xe

'

7

10- .

For the double beta decay of l30Te, 130Te

13 13

l30xe

, T 1/2

=

(2.0 + .3) x 1021 years.
4.

For the spontaneous fission decay of 2 5 2 cf, the relative

fission yields of xenon isotopes are 131 xe: 132 xe: l34xe: l36xe
0.35: 0.52: 0.90: 1.00.

=

These yields are interpreted as evidence that

Pasamonte-type fission is probably due to the spontaneous fission of
244Pu, while the carbonaceous chondrite-type of fission could possibly
arise from some as yet undiscovered super heavy isotope.
This dissertation has shown that the decay products of extinct
129 1 and 244 Pu are present in the inclusions of many iron meteorites.
The use of neutron irradiated samples for future studies should indicate the relative chronology of iron and stone meteorites.
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The abundance and isotopic composition of xenon and krypton have been determined in Canyon Diablo
graphite. Large excesses of 80Kr, 82 Kr and 12 8 xe are attributed to neutron capture on bromine and
iodine. The graphite contains one of the largest excesses of 129xe observed in meteoritic xenon. The
xenon spectra do not display the 'general anomaly pattern' which characterizes xenon in chondrites.

1. INTRODUCTION
The isotopic composition of xenon and krypton
in stone meteorites has been found to differ appreciably from that in the earth's atmosphere
[1-3 ]. Unambiguous evidence has been presented
for the origin of some of these isotopic anomalies from the decay of extinct elements [ 1, 4-7 J
and from spallation and neutron capture reactions [3, 8-10]. However, the origin of the 'general anomaly' pattern of xenon is not fully understood. This study was undertaken in order to see
if the isotopic composition of xenon and krypton
in iron meteorites displayed the same anomaly
patterns found in stony meteorites.
Earlier studies of noble gases in iron meteorites have been largely restricted to helium,
neon and argon. Accurate measurements of the
isotopic composition of the minute quantities of
krypton and xenon present in iron meteorites
presented formidable experimental difficulties.
It was therefore decided to first examine graphite from an iron meteorite to see if this material
had retained more easily measurable quantities
of these gases. While this study was underway,
Munk [11 J reported the isotopic composition of
xenon and krypton in the Costilla Peak iron meteorite. The major isotope anomalies of xenon
and krypton reported by Munk [11 J are attributed
-to spallation reactions. The xenon and krypton
observed in this graphite are approximately two
orders of magnitude more abundant than reported in the iron, and the major anomalies are
due to neutron capture reactions on the halides
and to the decay of extinct 129r.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
A single piece of graphite weighing 0. 418 g
was mounted in a side-arm chamber so that it
could be dropped into a molybdenum crucible for
gas extraction. No foil or other material was attached to the sample. The sample was heated
overnight at ~ 1000C to remove surface contamination and then dropped into the previously outgassed molybdenum crucible. The sample was
heated to 16000C by a radio frequency generator
and the evolved gases cleaned on titanium at
85ooc. The krypton and xenon were let into the
mass spectrometer as separate fractions by selective adsorption of the xenon on charcoal at the
freezing point of mercury. This procedure was
developed in Reynolds' laboratory and has been
described by Munk [ 11 ].
The absolute amounts of xenon and krypton
were determined by the peak-height method. Air
spikes of approximately 0.02 cm3 STP of air
were analyzed by the same procedure before and
after analysis of the sample. The xenon sensitivity in the air spikes differed by 20%, and the
krypton sensitivities differed by 35%. The isotopic compositions reported in this article were
corrected for mass spectrometer memory by
extrapolating the observed ratios to the time of
entry into the spectrometer. The errors reported in the isotope ratios indicate one standard
deviation (a) from the least squares line through
the observed ratios and do not take into account
any systematic error from background. The
small error introduced in correcting for mass
discrimination is well within the statistical errors reported.

The gases were analyzed statically in a 4. 5in., 600 sector Reynolds' mass spectrometer
[12]. The sample was part of a large graphite
nodule supplied to this laboratory by Dr. Carlton
Moore. This nodule partially protruded from the
surface of the Canyon Diablo specimen from
which it was cut. The possibility of atmospheric
contamination should not be overlooked.

3. KRYPTON
The isotopic composition of krypton from the
graphite is shown in table 1 together with krypton data for the atmosphere [13 ], the Stannern
achondrite [9], the Costilla Peak iron [11] and
Canyon Diablo troilite [3]. The relation excess
of each krypton isotope is shown in table 2 where
oi
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= (iKr/ 8 4Krketeorite

- (iKr/

84

Kr)atmosphere •

Krypton data for Abee 4 [3] and a neutron irradiated chondrule of Bruderheim [14] have been included in table 2. The krypton-84 isotope was
chosen as a reference because this results in a
positive excess for all other krypton isotopes in
the graphite. This normalization results in negative o 86 values for meteorites with a large krypton spallation component due to the spallation
yield at mass 84. The excess 78Kr for the graphite may be due to hydrocarbon contamination and
will therefore be omitted in the following discussion.
The excess krypton isotopes in Canyon Diablo
graphite have an unusually low 83oj82o = 0.07.
Only the neutron irradiated Bruderheim chon-

drule displays a smaller 83o;82o ratio. Marti et
al. [9] have estimated the mass spectrum of pure
spallation krypton as 78Kr:80Kr:82Kr:83Kr:84Kr
= 0.179:0.495:0.765:1.00:0.63. Except for Abee 4
and the Canyon Diablo graphite, all the meteorites in table 2 have 83oj82o > 1, as would be
produced by such a spallation component.
The 80oj82o ratio in Canyon Diablo graphite
is also unlike that produced by spallation but
similar to that in Abee 4. The 80oj82o ratio in
the graphite is greater than that in any meteorite
shown in table 2, except for the krypton excesses
produced in the neutron irradiated Bruderheim
chondrule. Clarke and Thode [3] suggested that
the excess 80Kr and 82Kr in Abee 4 resulted from
neutron capture on bromine. From the relative
abundances of bromine isotopes and their neutron cross sections, thermal neutrons should
produce 80o 182o = 3. 6, appreciably larger than
that observed in Abee 4 or in the Canyon Diablo
graphite. However, the neutron cross sections
of 79Br and 81Br become almost equal at higher
neutron energies, as pointed out earlier by Merrihue [14]. The high 80oJ82o value in Abee has
recently been confirmed by Marti et al. [9 ], who
also report a similar 80o/ 82 o ratio in Mezo
Madaras. These authors found an excess of
128xe in both Abee and Mezo Madaras due to
neutron capture reactions on 127r. From the relation abundances of excess 80Kr, 82Kr and
128xe and the abundances of iodine and bromine,
Marti et al. conclude that intermediate or fast
neutrons are responsible for the excess 80Kr,
82Kr and 128xe in Abee and Mezo Madaras.
From the similarity of the abundances of excess

Table 1
Krypton from Canyon Diablo graphite (84Kr "' 1 000)
Mass
number
i

Canyon Diablo
graphite
(this work)

Canyon Diablo
troilite* [3]

Costilla Peak
iron [11]

78

0.03125
±0.00071

0.00640

0.077

0.145

0.00616

80

0.1348
±0.0007

0.0547

0.1649

0.413

0.03959

82

0.2404
±0.0012

0.214

0.3572

0.707

0.2021

83

0.2042
±0.0008

0.226

0.3810

0.894

0.2016

84

=1.000

86

0.3114
±0.0011

84Kr

2.35 X 10-9
cm3 STP/g

"'1.000
0.3092
1.1 X 10-10
cm3 STP/g

* Not corrected for mass discnmination.

="1.000
0.2978
4.2 X 10-11
cm3 STP/g

Stann ern
achondrite [9]

="1.000
0.207
5.1 X 10-11
cm3 STP/g

Earth
atmosphere
[13]

"'1.000
0.3055

-

4.6 X 10-4
cm3 STP/£_
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Table 2
Excess krypton isotopes in meteorites relative to the atmosphere (Oi = (iKrj84Kr) meteorite - (iKr/84Kr) atmosph<crc.
----~----

Meteorite

Investigator

78Kr

80Kr

82Kr

Canyon Diablo
graphite

This work

0.0251

0.0952

0.0383

0.0026

0.0059
0.0049

83Kr

86Kr

Canyon Diablo
troilite

Clarke and Thode,
1964 [3)

0.0002

0.015

0.010

0.023

Costilla Peak
iron

Munk.
1967 [11)

0.071

0.1253

0.1551

0.1794

-0.0077

0.139

0.373

0.505

0.692

-0.099

0.0002

0.0228

0.0097

0.0024

0.0009

0.034

0.011

Stannern
achondrite
Abec 4

~derhcim IBC -21
diated chondrule

Marti et al..
1966 [9]
Clarke and Thode.
1964 [3)
Merrihue,
1966 [14]

3.32
--

=1.000

t__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

krypton isotopes in the graphite with those in
Abee and the neutron irradiated Bruderheim
chondrule, we conclude that a non-thermal neutron irradiation is responsible for the excess
80Kr and 82Kr in the graphite. It should be
pointed out that there is 2. 2 x 10-10 cm3 STP
excess 80Kr in the graphite compared with 1.3 x
10-11 cm3 STP excess 80Kr in Abee 4 [3] and
4.0x 10-11 cm3 STP excess 80Kr in Mezo Madaras [9]. Thus the graphite has a higher bromine
content or has been exposed to a higher total
neutron flux.
The lack of abundance data on bromine and
selenium in the graphite prevents any distinction
between neutron capture on 82se or spallation
reactions as possible origins for the excess
8 3Kr. The origin of the excess 86Kr is not understood. Clarke and Thode [3 J report a similar
excess of 86Kr in Canyon Diablo troilite (see
table 2) and Krummenacher et al. [15] report an
excess of 86Kr in both the Orgueil and Richardton chondrites. Aside from the production of this
isotope by fission, the anomaly could result from
an electron capture branch in the decay of 86Rb.
Present mass data for 86sr and 86Kr and the {3decay energy of 86Rb indicate that there should
be about 0.6 MeV available for the 86Rb _, B6Kr
transition [ 16 ].

4. XENON
The isotopic composition of xenon from
graphite is shown in table 3. Xenon data for the
Murray [2] and Abee [9] chondrites, the Pasamonte achondrite [7] and the atmosphere [17] are
shown for comparison. The xenon in Murray is
commonly assumed to be primordial [2] except

for a small spallation contribution to the lighter
isotopes; Abee displays the largest excess of radiogenic 129xe observed to date together with an
excess of 128xe from neutron capture on iodine
[9]; the Pasamonte achondrite contains a prominent fission component [7 J and the atmosphere
displays the general isotope anomaly. The 84Kr/
130xe ratio shown in table 3 can be used to set
an upper limit on the amount of atmospheric
contamination in the analyses.
The light isotopes in the graphite show the
following excesses relative to the atmosphere:
124xe: 126xe: 12Bxe = 0.03: 0.01: 1.00. Marti et
al. [9] have calculated the mass spectrum of
spallation xenon in the Stannern achondrite to be
124xe:l26xe:l28xe = 0.41:0.69:1.00. Thus most
of the excess 128xe in Canyon Diablo graphite
cannot be attributed to spallation. As has already
been pointed out by Marti et al. [9] in considering the excess 128xe in ~beeA neutron capture on
iodine, 1271 (71, y) 1281 ({3 ) b8xe, appears to be
the only feasible mechanism for producing the
large excess at mass 128. The presence of excess 80Kr and 82Kr from neutron capture on
bromine and the large excess of radiogenic
129xe in both Abee and the Canyon Diablo graphite support this neutron capture hypothesis.
From table 3, the amount of excess radiogenic 129xe in Abee and the Canyon Diablo graphite
are 25.8 x 10-10 and 8.52 x 10-10 cm3 STP/g,
respectively. Earlier studies have found the largest excesses of radiogenic 129xe in chondrites.
However, of all the chondritic xenon data reported to date, only the Abee and Renazzo chondrites [19] contain a greater abundance of radiogenic 129Xe than that observed in the Canyon
Diablo graphite.
Although no iodine data are presently avail-
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Table 3
Xenon from Canyon Diablo graphite.

--

--

Pasamonte [ 7]

Atmosphere [17]

Canyon Diablo graphite

Murray [2]

124

0.0256 ± 0.0007

0,02945

0.0299

-

0.02353

126

0.0228 ± 0.0006

0.02465

0.0268

-

0.02206

0.532

128
129

13.82

±

0.004

0.5092

0.59

0.4703

±

0.09

6'.468

33.38

6.45

6.480

=1.000

=1.00

=1.000

=1.000
5.191

=1.000

130

*

-~--,----

Abee [9]

Mass no.

0.543

131

5.21

±

0.05

5.027

5.19

5.22

132

6.56

±

0.04

6.125

6.37

6.85

6.591

134

2.58

±.

0.02

2.342

2.43

3.26

2.559

136

2.18

±

0.01

1.972

2.05

2.92

2.174

9.6

0,35

250 000

*

183

130xe x lo-ll
cm3 STP/g

11.6

84Krf130xe

20.2

180
8,85

14.9

79.6

84Kr/ 130Xe ratio for Pasamonte from Bogard [ 18].

able on meteoritic graphite, the extremely high
content of radiogenic 129xe can be used to demonstrate that the 129I_129xe formation interval
(t. t129) for the Canyon Diablo graphite is not
longer than that calculated for stone meteorites.
For the continuous synthesis model described
by Kohman[20], Kuroda [21] has calculated the
129rj127I ratio, {3, at the end of nucleosynthesis
to be {3 = 3 x 10-3. This corresponds to a maximum of 0. 52 cm3 STP radiogenic 129xe per g of
iodine for meteorites which start to retain the
gaseous 129xe decay product immediately after
nucleosynthesis. From this value of {3, we calculate that an iodine content of 1.46 ppb could ~ro
duce the 8.52 x 10-10 cm3 STP radiogenic 1 9xe
per g of graphite if M129 = 0. At the other extreme, we calculate that 1 g of pure iodine would
produce 8. 52 x 10-10 cm3 STP radiogenic 129x:e
if 490 m.y. lapsed between the end of nucleosynthesis and the time the iodine started to retain

the 129xe decay product. Thus t.t129 < 490 x 106
y. for the graphite.
. .
Kuroda et al. [22] have measured the wd1~e
content and the isotopic composition of xenon m
a large number of stone meteorites. Their results indicate 129I_129x:e formation intervals,
t.t129 = 127-300 m.y., for all the met~ rite~
studied. For the production of 8. 52 x 10- em
STP excess 129xe per g of graphite, an iodine
formation interval t.t129 = 300 x 106 y would
require an iodine content of 0.03%. For the Canyon Diablo metal and troll ite phases, Goles and
Anders (23] report iodine abundances of 28.and
62 ppb respectively. Thus it seems exceedmg'
'
ly unlikely
that the iodine
abundance 1· the
9]:_
graphite is greater than 0.03%, i.e., t~e . 2 t
129xe formation interval for the graph1te 15 a
least as short as that reported by Kuroda et al.
[22] for stone meteorites.
.
In table 4 the excess heavy xenon isotopes m

0

1

Table 4
Excess heavy xenon isotopes in Canyon Diablo graphite, A bee, Pasamonte and the atmosphere.
t.i = (iXe/ 130 Xe)sample - (iXe/ 130Xe)Murray.

-,--

----

--------

Mass number ' Canyon Diablo
A bee
i
graphite

-

-----

Pasamonte

---

------

,--

Atmosphere

Murray xenon
+ 8% atmospheric xenon

Murray xenon
+ 11% atmospheric xenon

131

0.18

0.16

0.19

0.16

0.013

0.018

132

0.43

0.24

0.72

0.46

0.037

0.051

134

0.24

0.09

0.92

0.22

0.017

0.023

136

0.21

0.08

0.95

0.20

0.016

0.022
---
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Canyon Diablo graphite are compared with the
excesses reported in Abee, Pasamonte and in the
atmosphere. Xenon from Murray is used as a
standard to calculate these excesses,
ll.i = (iXe/ 130Xelsample - ~Xe/ 130 Xe)Murray·
The abundance pattern of heavy xenon isotopes in
Pasamonte has been firmly established [7, 9, 10]
and is generally attributed to a component from
the spontaneous fission of extinct 244Pu. The
abundance pattern of heavy xenon isotopes in
Abee and the graphite are unlike that in Pasamonte, but similar to the abundance of heavy
xenon isotopes in the atmosphere. This may be
due to an actual 'atmospheric-like' component in
meteoritic xenon, or may result from atmospheric contamination.
From the 84Krj130xe ratios shown in table 3
for Abee and the Canyon Diablo graphite we calculate that a maximum of 8% of the xenon in
Abee and 11% of the xenon in the Canyon Diablo
graphite may be due to atmospheric contamination, if the entire 84Kr abundance observed in
these meteorites is due to contamination. The
excess heavy xenon isotopes produced by mixtures of 8% and 11% atmospheric xenon with
Murray xenon are shown in table 4. From this it
appears that only 10% of the excess heavy xenon
isotopes in the graphite could result from atmospheric contamination. Thus, atmosphere-like
xenon appears to be a major component of the
xenon in Canyon Diablo graphite. Alternately,
one must assume that atmospheric xenon has
been very selectively adsorbed by the graphite.
Such an origin for the excess heavy xenon isotopes in the graphite cannot be discounted, since
the graphite may behave similar to activated
charcoal in selectively adsorbing xenon.
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Decay of Rb 86 by Electron Capture
E. C. ALEXANDER, JR., AND 0. K. MANUEL*
Department of Chemistry, University of Missouri, Rolla, Missouri
AND
R. GANAPATHY
Department of Chemistry, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas
(Received 7 August 1967)
The decay of Rb 86 by electron capture was determined by measuring the abundance of Kr8 8 produced in
a pile-irradiated rubidium salt. A branching ratio of AE.c./Xn-= (5.24±0.52) X 10-6 for Rb 86 was obtained
by comparing the excess Kr 86 with excess Kr 80 from the internal bromine monitor and with the Rbss activity.

R

ECENTLY, Alexander and Manuel1 reported a
small excess of Kr 86 in a graphite nodule of the
Canyon Diablo meteorite. Excess Kr 86 has also been
observed in Canyon Diablo troilite2 and in the chrondrites Abee, 2 Richardton, 3 Orguei),3 and Fayetteville. 4
Alexander and ManueP suggested that an electroncapture branch in the decay of Rb 86 might have contributed to the observed anomaly. Although the decay
of Rb 86 by electron capture had not been measured, an
upper limit of AE.c./"Ar~ 10-3 was reported by Schwartz
et al. 5 Present mass data for Sr 86 and Rb 86 and the f3
decay energy of Rb 86 indicate that there should be about
0.52 MeV available for the Rb 86 ~ Kr 86 transition. 6
In view of the importance of the Kr 86 anomaly in
meteorites, an accurate measurement of the electroncapture branching ratio of Rb 86 was undertaken. Two
samples of approximately 1 g RbCl (reagent grade)
were spiked with 7.45X1Q- 3 g KBr per gram of RbCl,
encapsulated in Vycor, evacuated to =5X1o- 7 mm Hg,
sealed and irradiated together in a local reactor. The
integrated neutron flux was ""2 X 1016 neutrons per
*Research supported by National Science Foundation Grant
No. NSF-GA-293, and U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Contract
No. At-(40-1)-3235. One of us (ECA) was supported by an NDEA
Fellowship.
1 E. C. Alexander, Jr. and 0. K. Manuel, Earth Plan. Sci.
Letters 2, 220 (1967).
2 W. B. Clarke and H. G. Thode, J. Geophys. Res. 69, 3673
(1964).
3 D. Krummenacher, C. M. Merrihue, R. 0. Pepin, and J. H.
Reynolds, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 26, 231 (1962).
• 0. K. Manuel Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta (to be published).
6 R. B. Schwa;tz, M. L. Perlman, and W. Bernstein, Phys.
Rev. 91, 883 (1953).
6 Chart of the Nuclides, compiled by D. T. Goldman (Institute
of Radio-Chemistry, Nuclear Research Centre, Karlsruhe, Germany, 1966), 9th ed.
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cm2 • After allowing the samples to cool for a penod of
two months, one of them was attached to a Reynolds's
type high-sensitivity mass spectrometer. 7 The sample
was melted under vacuum and the krypton analyzed
according to the procedure by Alexander and Manuel. 1
The krypton isotopes were normalized to Kr 83 and
the excess of mass number i calculated from the
equation
(Kri/Kr 83 )sample- (Kri/Kr 83 )atmos = Ll,.
The amounts of excess Kr 80 , Kr 82 , and Kr 86 produced per
gram of rubidium were (2.83±0.09)X 1Q- 7 , (8.63±0.27)
X1Q- 8 , and (2.27±0.12)X 1Q-10 (cc STP)/g, respectively. Using thermal neutron cross sections 8 of u
= 11.4 b for Br 79 and u= 0.91 b for Rb 85 , the above
yields
AE.c./Xrr = (5.24±0.52) X 1Q- 5 •
Since bromine has large epithermal resonances and
since the energy spectrum of neutrons at the site of
the irradiation is not well known, the Rb 86 content
in the duplicate sample was determined by means of
radiochemical techniques using a 3 X 3 in. N ai crystal
in conjunction with a 1024-channel analyzer. The
number of atoms of Rb 86 that had decayed at the time
of the Kr 86 analysis was found to be 11.6 X 1013 atoms
per gram of rubidium. This together with the excess
Kr 86 shown above yield essentially the same branching
ratio for Rb 86 , which confirms our use of the internal
bromine monitor.
7 J. H. Reynolds, Rev. Sci. Instr. 27, 928 (1956).
s Neutron Cross Sections, IIA, compiled by D. ]. Hughes
and R. B. Schwartz (U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1958), 2nd eel., also Suppl. No. 1, 1960.
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On Noble Gas Anomalies in the Great Namaqualand Troilite
E. C. ALEXANDER, )R., J. H. BENNETT, and 0. K. MANUEL
Department of Chemistry, University of Missouri, Rolla, Missouri (USA)
(Z. NaturforsdJ. 23 a, 1266---1271 [1968] ; received 25 November 1967)

The abundances and isotopic composition of the stable noble gases were measured in a troilite
nodule from the Great Namaqualand fine octahedrite. Helium, neon and argon show a significant
spallation component. The major anomalies in krypton and xenon are from neutron capture on
selenium and tellurium and from the decay of extinct P 29 • The abundances of tellurium, iodine
and uranium in the troilite were determined by neutron activation analyses and compared with the
xenon anomalies. The results indicate that part of the excess Xe 129 is from neutron capture on
tellurium and the remainder is due to the retention of radiogenic Xe 129 from the decay of extinct
!129 , about 200 million years after an initial I 129/P 27 =3 x 10- 3 •

Although there have been many reports on the greater than had been reported in any stone mete·
isotopic composition of the heavy noble gases in orite except Renazzo and Abee.
The iodine abundance have been measured for
stone meteorites, relatively few studies have been
reported on the abundances of the heavy noble gas both the Sardis troilite 4 and the Canyon Diablo gra·
129
to iodine in
isotopes in iron meteorites. REYNOLDS 1 reported the phite 5 • The ratio of radiogenic Xe
abundances of four xenon isotopes in Sardis troilite the graphite is about 350 times the value of this
and three xenon isotopes in Sardis iron. Only re· ratio in the troilite. This suggests that the Canyon
cently have complete xenon and krypton spectra Diablo graphite began to retain the gaseous decay
29
about the
been reported for two iron meteorites; Costilla Peak product of 17 million year (m. y.) P
2
3
same time as the chondrites, but almost 150m. Y·
iron and Canyon Diablo graphite •
The isotop~c anomalies observed in these two before the Sardis troilite.
Due to the scarcity of noble gas data on the iron
samples showed remarkably few similarities. Both
meteorites
and the great differences in the krypton
the xenon and krypton spectra in Costilla Peak were
characterized by a large spallation component. Ra· and xenon anomalies in the above-mentioned re·
diogenic Xe 129 could not be positively identified, but ports, it was decided to investigate the noble gases
an upper limit of 2.2 X 10- 13 cc STP radiogenic and the tellurium, iodine and uranium abundances
Xe 129 per gram of Costilla Peak iron was establish· from a single troilite nodule. The sample used fo.r
ed. In contrast to this the xenon and krypton spectra this study was provided by the museum of the Um·
in Canyon Diablo graphite showed only a small versity of Missouri at Rolla.
HEY 6 lists fifteen synonyms which have been used
spallation component but contained major anomalies
7
due to neutron capture reactions on bromine and for the Great N amaqualand meteorite. WAs soN de·
129
iodine. The amount of radiogenic Xe
in Canyon termined the concentration of Ga and Ge in this
Diablo graphite, 8.5 X 10- 10 cc STP per gram, was meteorite (under the synonym, Gibeon) and classi·
1

4

J. H. REYNOLDs, J. Geophys. Res. 68,2939 [1963].
M. N. MuNK, Earth Planetary Science Letters 2, 301 [1967].
E. C. ALEXANDER and 0. K. MANUEL, Earth Planetary Science
Letters 2, 220 [1967].
G. G. GoLES and E. ANDERs, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 26,
723 [1962]
0

5
6
7

J. H. BENNETT and 0. K. MANUEL, Earth Planetary Science
Letters 2, November 1967.
M. H. HEY, Catalogue of Meteorites, Alden Press, Oxford
1966.
J. T. WAssoN, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 31, 161 [1967] ·
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NOBLE GAS ANOMALIES IN THE GREAT NAMAQUALAND TROILITE
fied it as a member of the Group IVa fine octahedrites. According to VosHAGE 8 most members of this
group were produced m a single collision about
4.00 X 1 0 6 years ago.

Experimental
1. Noble Gases
A troilite nodule weighing about five grams was
taken from a cut surface of the meteorite. A piece of
this nodule weighing 218.4 mg was mounted in a sidearm chamber so that it could be dropped into a molybdenum crucible for gas extraction. The sample was
heated at
100 °C overnight to remove surface contamination and then dropped into the previously out·
gassed molybdenum crucible. The sample was melted
by radiofrequency induction heating and the evolved
gases cleaned on titanium at 850 °C. The noble gases
were separated into four fractions by adsorption on
charcoal and analyzed in the following order: helium
and neon, argon, krypton, and finallv xenon.

=

The gases were analyzed statically in a Reynolds'
type 4.5 inch 60° sector mass spectrometer 9 • The spectrometer was calibrated before and after the experiment by subjecting air spikes of approximately 0.01
cc STP to the same procedure of analysis as used for
the sample. The amount of each noble gas in the sample was obtained by comparing the peak heights from
the sample with those from the air spikes. The isotopic
compositiOns reported here were corrected for mass
spectrometer memory by extrapolating the observed
ratios to the start of the analysis. The errors reported
in the isotope ratios are one standard deviation (o)
from the least squares line through the observed ratios
and do not take into account any systematic error from
background. Results from blank analyses using the
same procedure for the hot molybdenum crucible showed no significant contamination peaks in the noble gas
region, except at mass 78.

2. Tellurium, Iodine and Uranium
The tellurium, iodine and uranium contents of Great
Namaqualand troilite were determined bv neutron activation analyses. The chemical procedure was essentially
identical to that reported by GaLES and ANDERS 4 and
by CLARK, RowE, GANAPATHY, and KuRODA 10 • The sam·
pies were irradiated with two aqueous monitors of each
of the following salts: KI, Te (N0 3 ) 4 and U02 (NOs) 2.
The irradiation was conducted in a local reactor at a
flux of about 5 x 10 12 n/cm 2/sec.
R
9

10

11

H. VosHAGE, Z. Naturforsch. 22 a, 477 [1967].
J. H. REYNOLDs, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 27, 928 [1956].
R. S. CLARK, M.W. RowE, R. GANAPATHY, and P. K. KuRODA,
Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 31, 1605 [1967].
P. SIGNER and A. 0. C. NIER, Researches in Meteorites, ed.
by CARLTON MooRE, J. Wiley & Sons, New York 1962.
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Approximately 20 mg of iodine carrier was added
to each sample and monitor. Following several cycles
of iodine extraction into carbontetrachloride and backextraction into aqueous NaHS0 3 , the iodine was precipitated as Ag I, filtered, dried and mounted on 2 inch
stainless steel planchets for proportional counting.
Blanks containing distilled water sealed in the same
polyethylene capsules as used for samples and monitors were analyzed with each experiment.
The Ag I precipitates were counted for gross f)-activity in a gas-flow end window proportional counter
having a background of 12 counts per minute. The
abundances of iodine and uranium were determined
from two samples irradiated for 25 minutes. Due to
the relatively small neutron capture cross-section of
Te 130 and the long half-period of P 31 , the tellurium
abundance was determined on a separate sample which
had undergone a two hour irradiation.

Results and Discussion

1. Helium, Neon and Argon
The abundances and isotopic composition of helium, neon and argon are shown in Table L The
He 3 /He4, Ne 22/Ne 21 and Ar 38/Ar 36 ratios are similar
to those observed in the iron phase of meteorites
and attributed to cosmic-ray induced spallation reactions 11 • 12 •
The Ar 38 / Ar 36 ratio in the troilite is slightly smaller than any of the values reported by SIGNER and
NmR 11 in an analysis of 23 different iron meteorites. This may be due to atmospheric contamination
or to secondary neutron capture reactions on chlorine 13 • The Ar 40 /Ar 36 value is appreciably larger

noble gas

concentration of
standard isotope
10-s cc STP/gm

helium

He4 = 576

neon

Ne21

argon

Ar36 = 43.5

=

40.8

isotopic composition
He3 = 0.1833 ± 0.0050
He 4 = 1.000
Ne20 = 1.54 --1- 0.01

Ne21 = 1.000~
Ne22 = 1.236 :±:: 0.007
Ar36 = 1.000
Ar38 = 1.455 ± 0.008

Ar40

=

12.57

:±::

0.28

Table l. Helium, neon and argon in Great Namaqualand
troilite.
12

13

D. E. FisCHER and 0. A. ScHAEFFER, Geochim. Cosmochim.
Acta 20, 5 [1960].
P. EBERHARDT, J. GEiss and H. LuTz, Earth Science and
Meteorites, compiled by ].GEiss and E.D.GoLDBERG, NorthHolland Publ. Co., Amsterdam 1963.
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than the ratio produced by spallation 14 • This excess
Ar 40 may result from the decay of K 40 in the troilite or from atmospheric contamination.
The likelihood that atmospheric contamination is
responsible for the excess Ar 40 can be examined by
comparing the amount of Ar 40 with that expected
from the potassium content of the troilite. As will
be noted later, the troilite has retained radiogenic
Xe 129 from extinct P 29 and may therefore be expected to have retained an appreciable fraction of its
radiogenic Ar 40 • By assuming that all of the radiogenic Ar 40 has been retained in the troilite and that
the potassium has the same isotopic composition as
terrestrial potassium 15 , it can be shown that the troilite would have to contain a minimum of 70 ppm K
in order to have produced the observed Ar40 over
the past 4.55 billion years. Since this minimum potassium content is sizeably larger than the potassium content in troilite 15 from Canyon Diablo,
Odessa or Xiquipilco, it seems likely that atmospheric contamination is responsible for most of the
Ar 40 shown in Table 1.
A maximum spallation Ar 38IAr 36 ratio for the
troilite can be obtained by asuming that all of the
Ar 40 is due to atmospheric contamination. When
('Orresponding amounts of atmospheric Ar38 and
Ar 36 are subtracted from the values shown in Table
l, there results a maximum value of spallation
Ar:JA IAr 36 = 1.51. Since this value is equal to the
lowest spallation Ar 38l Ar 36 value reported by SIGNER
and NmR 11 , an argon component due to neutron
1·apture on chlorine cannot be positively identified.
The Ne 21 I Ar 3 A ratio in the troilite is about a factor of three larger than that observed in iron meteorites 11 · 12 • This is due to the contribution of both
iron and sulfur to the production of cosmogenic
neon. If the troilite is assumed to be pure FeS, then
the difference in the Ne 21 IAr 38 ratios in the iron
and the troilite phases can be used to calculate the
relative cross sections of sulfur and iron for the
production of Ne 2 1, Osztla 1.·p2t.
21

(Ne IAr

38

hroilite =

(as21

+ aFe~t) loFe3s.

(l)

In the analyses of 21 iron meteorites, SIGNER and
NrER 11 found (Ne 21 I Ar 38 ) Iron= 0.20. This value of
0Fe2ti0Fe3s in Eq. (I) yields OS2tloFe2t = 2.2, i.e.,
cosmic rays on sulfur in this troilite nodule were
14

P. LXMMERZAHL and J. Zil:nRINGER, Geochim. Cosmochim.
Acta30, 1059 [1966].

2.2 times as effective in producing Ne 21 as were
cosmic rays on iron.
BEGEMANN 15a has measured the abundances of
cosmogenic helium, neon and argon in troilite no·
dules of Sardis, Mt. Edith and Odessa. As in this
troilite nodule from Great N amaqualand, the
He 31Ne21 and Ar 38INe 21 ratios were appreciably
smaller than in the iron phase, but the O;s2tloFe2'
ratios were larger than in Great Namaqualand. In
Table 2 the relative abundances of He 3, Ne 21 and
Ar 38 in these troilite nodules are compared with the
relative cross sections for the production of Ne21
from sulfur and iron.
Although the low He 3INe 21 ratio in the Great
Namaqualand troilite may be due to preferential
loss of helium during the twelve hour preheating of
the sample to
100 °C, the correlation of the
He 31Ne 21 ratio with the ratio of the Ne 21 production
cross sections, as21loFe2', suggests that the relatively
low helium content may reflect the depth of the
sample below the surface during exposure to cosmic
rays. HEY 6 indicates that over 14,600 kg of Great
Namaqualand have been recovered. This suggests
that the preatmospheric mass may have been large
enough to have shielded part of the sample from the
primary cosmic ray flux and thus alter the relative
production rates of the different noble gases.
The cosmic ray exposure age of the Great Nam·
aqualand meteorite has not been reported. VosHAGE 8
has determined the K 41 IK 4 0 exposure age on 60 iron
meteorites and shown that most of the fine octahedrites of the Ga-Ge-Group IVa were produced in
a single collision about 4 x 10s years ago. This ex·
posure age together with the noble gas abundances
listed in Table 1 indicate that the production rates

=

Trolite Phase
Great Namaqualand
Sardisl5a
Mt. Edith15a
Odessa15a
Iron Phase
Sardis15a
Mt. Edithl5a
Odessall

2.8

1.53

2.2

11.6
15.3
15.9

0.57

4.3
7.4
9.4

71
93

4.63
4.57
5.4

Table 2. Cosmogenic gases in troilite and the cross sections
of sulfur and iron for producing Ne 21 •
15

'

5

W. KEMPE and J. Zii:HRINGER, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 30,
1049 [1966].
a F. BEGEMANN, Z. Naturforsch. 20 a, 950 [1965].
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of He 3 , Ne 21 and Ar 38 in the troilite were 26 x 10- 10 ,
10.2 X 10- 10 and 15.8 X 10- 10 cc STP per gram per
million years. This production rate for He 3 is not
exceptionably low compared to production rates
calculated by ScHAEFFER and FrsHER 16 and by SIGNER and NIER 11 , but the production rates of both
Ne 21 and Ar 38 are much higher than the production
rates reported in the iron phase of meteorites 11, 12, 16.
It should be noted, however, that the exposure age
of Great Namaqualand could be substantially greater
than 400 million years since one member of the
IVa group studied by VosHAGE 8 had an exposure
age of 7 45 million years.
A determination of the Cl 36 activity in the Great
Namaqualand would make it possible to determine
the actual cosmic ray flux on this sample and would
also test the hypothesis of ScHAEFFER and FisHER 16
that the meteorites with low CJ3 6 activity have low
He 3/Ar 38 ratios.

2. Krypton
The abundance and isotopic composition of krypton in the troiJite are compared with krypton from
troilite and graphite nodules of Canyon Diablo in
Table 3. The isotopes are normalized to Kr 86 because this isotope has essentially no spallation component 2· 17 • The excess of each of the light krypton
isotopes relative to atmospheric krypton are shown
in Table 4, where
~i

=

(KrijKr 86 ) McteoritP- (Kri/Kr 86 ) Atmo,phore · (2)

Eq. (2) will yield negative anomalies for samples
such as Canyon Diablo graphite which contains an
excess of Kr 86 and a relatively small spallation component.
meteorite
Great Namaqualand
troilite
Canyon Diablo
troilite
Canyon Diablo
graphite
Costilla Peak
iron
spallation krypton

KrSO
0.158

± 0.007

mass
Great
Canyon
number Namaqualand Diablo
troilite
troilite
80 0.288 ± 0.007
0.1769
82 0.706 ± 0.031
0.692
83 0.980 ± 0.013
0.730
84 3.344 ± 0.022
3.234
86
1.000
1.000
Kr86 3.00 X 10-11 3.4 X 10-11
cc STPfgm cc STPfgm
investithis work CLARK and
gator
THODE IS

± 0.031

Canyon
Diablo
graphite

Earth
atmosphere

0.4329
0.1296
0.7720
0.6616
0.6599
0.6500
3.211
3.273
1.000
1.000
7.3 X 10-10 1.6 X 10-4
cc STPfgm cc STP/gm
ALEXANDER NIEF19
andMANUEL3

Table 3. Krypton from Great Namaqualand troilite and other
inclusions in iron meteorites. Krypton spectrum for Canyon
Diablo troilite has not been corrected for mass discrimination.
Relative to the excesses of other krypton isotopes,
the troilite samples display a large excess of Kr8 3.
For example, the ~ 83 /~ 82 ratio in Great Namaqualand troilite is more than five times as large as the
~ 83 / ~ 82 ratios in spallation krypton from the iron
phase of Costilla Peak or from the Stannern achondrite. CLARKE and THODE 18 suggested that the excess
Kr 83 in Canyon Diablo troilite was produced by
neutron capture on Se82 . This appears to be the most
likely mechanism to account for the large ~ 83 /~ 82
ratio in the troilite. The high tellurium content and
the excess Xe 131 in the troilite, as will be discussed
in the next section, suggest that the troilite contains
sufficient selenium to account for the Kr 83 anomaly.

It is more difficult to assign an origin to the
smaller krypton anomalies at Kr 80 , Kr 82 and Kr 84 .
The ~ 80 /~ 82 ratio is similar to that in Canyon Diablo
graphite, which has been attributed to neutron capture on bromine 3 . However, the i5 84 /i5 82 ratio in the
troilite is larger than the spalation ratio observed

Kr82
0.044

1269

Kr83
0.320

± 0.013

Kr84
0.071

± 0.022

investigator
This work

0.046

0.023

0.064

-0.052

CLARK and THODE 18

0.302

0.100

-0.010

-0.062

0.423

0.535

0.617

0.082

ALEXANDER and
MANUEL3
MuNK 2

0.495

0.765

"" 1.000

0.63

MARTI eta!.

17

Table 4. Excess krypton isotopes in meteorites relative to the atmosphere as calculated from the equation:
bi = (Kri/Kr 86 ) meteorite- (KrifKr 86 ) atmosphere. Meteorites with negative bi values contain an excess of Kr 86 •
16

17

0. A. ScHAEFFEa and D. E. FisHER, Nature 186, 1040 {1960].
K. MARTI, P. EaEaHARDT, and J. GEiss, Z. Naturforsch. 21 a,
398 [1966].

18

W. B. CLAilKE and H. G. THODE, J. Geophys. Res. 69, 3673
[1964).
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in either Stannern or Costilla Peak, and the assignment of part of the excess Kr 82 to neutron capture
would require an even higher 6 84 /6 82 spallation ratio
in the troilite.
There appears to be no single mechanism capable
of explaining the excess Kr 80 , Kr8 6 and Kr84. If
there are measurement errors above the statistical
errors shown in Table 4, these are most likely to effect the b84 value where the excess Kr 84 amounts
to only 2% of the total Kr 84 . In contrast to this the
excess Kr 80 , Kr 82 and Kr 83 are 55%, 6% and 33%,
respectively, of each isotope's abundance. Tentatively, it appears that neutron capture on bromine and
selenium are responsible for the krypton anomalies
in the Great Namaqualand troilite. CLARKE and
THODE 18 assigned the krypton anomalies in Canyon
Diablo troilite to these same neutron capture reactions.

xenon isotopes were determined by neutron activation analyses.
The iodine, tellurium and uranium abundances in
the troilite are shown in Table 6. The iodine and
uranium contents in the Great Namaqualand troilite
are similar to those in Canyon Diablo troilite, but
the tellurium content of the Great Namaqualand
troilite is greater than that reported in any troilite
phase by GaLEs and ANDERS 4 • In spite of the c:halcophilic nature of tellurium, GaLES and ANDERS found
the abundances of tellurium in troilite to be about
equal to the tellurium content of carbonaceous and
enstatite chondrites. The tellurium content in the
Great Namaqualand troilite, 18 ppm, corresponds
to an atomic ratio Te/S = 1.2 X 10- 5 if the troilite
is assumed to be pure FeS. This value is in close
agreement with the cosmic Te/S ratio reported by
SuEss and U REY 23.
Sample

3. Xenon, Tellurium, Iodine and Uranium
The isotopic composition of xenon in the Great
Namaqualand troilite is shown in Table 5. The xenon
content is approximately equal to that in the iron
phase of Costilla Peak, but almost a factor of 10
smaller than that in the troilite phase of Sardis.
Within experimental error, the isotopic composition
of xenon in the Great Namaqualand troilite is identical to the primordial xenon in Murray 22, except
at mass 131 and 129. In order to determine the origin of these anomalies, the abundances of elements
most likely to have contributed to the medium-weight
mass
nnmbPr

Great
~ amaqualand

129
130
131
132
134
136
-X e 132
investigator

1.86 ± 0.003
0.162 ± 0.003
0.956 ± 0.002
1.000
0.373 ± 0.008
0.319 ± 0.008
1.1 X 10-11
cc STP(gm
this work

=

Great
Namaqualand 18±5
Canyon Diablo
5.0

2.1 ±0.5 this work
GaLES and
3.5
ANDERS 4
GaLES and
6.5
ANDERS 4
GaLES and
6.5
ANDERS 4
GaLES and
10
ANDERS 4
GaLES and
17
ANDERS 4

Grant

2.4

24

Toluca

1.7

1030

SO ROT!

1.2

50

Table 6. Tellurium, iodine and uranium in the troilite phase
of iron meteorites.

1.14
0.152
0.965
c= 1.000
0.389
0.320
7.2 X J0-12
cc STP(gm
MUNK2

1.0 X 10-10
cc STP(gm
REYNOLDS!

90±30
62
3590

1.30
0.851

Uranium Investigator
(ppb.)

7.8

Costella Peak
iron

=1.000

Iodine
(ppb.)

Sardis

Sardis
troilite

troilite

Tellurium
(ppm.)

Stann ern
spallation xenon

1.0
4.3
~" 1.00
;£ 0.03

MARTI et aJ.17

Pasamonte
fissiogenic
xenon

:c:c

0.285
1.00
1.05
1.14

HOHENBERG
eta!. 20

Murray
carbon aceous
chondrite

1.056
0.1633
0.8207
:c 1.000
0.3824
0.3219
1.1 X I0- 9
cc STP(gm
KRUMMENACHER
eta!. 21

Table 5. Xenon from Great Namaqualand troilite and th
·
w·1 ~hm
· expenmental
·
·
Great Namaqualand troilite is identical to the r·
d~ er meteontes.
error the xenon spectrum m the
P Imor Ia1 xenon spectrum m Murray, except at mass numbers 129 and 131.
19
20

G. NtEF, National Bureau of Stand. Tech. Note 51 [1960]
F. MoHLER, editor.
'
C. M. Hon:;'BERG, M. N. MoNK, and J. H. REYNOLDs, J. Geophys. Res. t2, 3139 [1967].

21
22

23

D. KRUMMENACHER, C. M. MERRIHUE R. 0. PEPIN, and J. H.
REYNOLDs, Geochim. Cosmochim. A'cta 26, 231 [1962].
J. H. REYNOLDs, Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 351 [1960].
H. E. SuEss and H. C. UREY, Rev. Mod. Phys. 28, 53 [1956].
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From the data in Table 5 it appears that the xenon
in the Great Namaqualand troilite has been enriched
in Xe 131 and Xe 129 . Relative to the xenon spectrum
of Murray, there are 1.5 X 10- 12 cc STP excess Xe 131
and 8.8 x l o- 12 cc STP excess Xe 129 per gram of
troilite. Since fission would also produce excesses
at Xe 132, Xe 134 and Xe 136 , the anomalies in the troilite are probably the result of nuclear reactions on
tellurium and/or the in situ decay of extinct P 29 .
Thermal neutron capture on tellurium of terrestrial isotopic composition would produce excess
Xe 129 and Xe 131 in the ratio Xe 129 /Xe 131 = 0.63.
Since the anomalous xenon in the troilite occurs in
the ratio Xe 129/Xe 131 = 5.9, this origin of the Xe 131
would suggest the presence of 7.9 x 10- 12 cc STP
radiogenic Xe 129 per gram of troilite or 8.8 X 10- 5
cc STP radiogenic Xe 129 per gram of iodine.
For the continuous synthesis model described by
KoRMAN 24 , KuRoDA 25 has calculated the P 29 /P 27
ratio, (J, at the end of galactic nucleosynthesis to be
(J = 3 X 10- 3. This corresponds to a maximum of
0.52 cc STP radiogenic Xe 129 per gram of iodine
for meteorites which start to retain the gaseous Xe 129
decay product immediately after nucleosynthesis.
Since the Great Namaqualand troilite contains
8.8 x 10- 5 cc STP radiogenic Xe 129 per gram of
iodine, this nodule began to retain radiogenic Xe 129
about 216 million years after an initial P 29 /J1 27
ratio of 3 X 10- 3.
The above is probably a minimum P 29 - Xe 12 9
age for this sample since fast neutrons may produce
a larger Xe 129 /Xe 131 ratio than thermal neutrons.
24

~5
26

27

T. P. KoHMAN, J. Chern. Ed. 38, 73 [1961].
P. K. KuRODA, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 24, 40 [1961].
Neutron Cross Sections, compiled by M. D. GoLDBERG, S. F.
l"luGHABGHAB, S. N. PuRoHIT, B. A. MAGURNO, and V. M. MAY,
BNL 325 second edition, supplement 2, May 1966.
M. G. INGHRAM and J. H. REYNOLDs, Phys. Rev. 78, 822
[1950].
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From the presently available cross section data on
tellurium 26 , it appears that nonthermal neutrons
will produce a maximum Xe 129/Xe 131 =3. Excesses
of Xe 129 and Xe 131 have been found in tellurium
ores 27 • 28 in the ratio Xe 129/Xe 686 = 1.5 - 3. These
anomalies have been attributed to neutron capture
on tellurium 27 and to negative muon reactions 29 on
Te130, Te130(,u _ ,n) Sb129((J-) Te129((J-) J129((J-) Xe129.
If the excess Xe 131 was produced in some reaction
which produced Xe 129 /Xe 131 < 3, then the radiogenic Xe 129 in the troilite nodule of Great Namaqualand could amount to as little as 4.3 x 10- 12 cc STP
per gm. In this case the P 29 - Xe 129 formation interval would be 231 million years.
Thus the P 29 - Xe 129 formation interval for the
Great Namaqualand troilite appears to be in close
agreement with the P 29 - Xe 129 age of the Sardis
troilite 1, but appreciably longer than the P 29 - Xe 12 9
age of Canyon Diablo graphite 3. The presence of
excess Xe 129 from neutron capture reactions on tellurium in the troilite phases of both Sardis and
Great Namaqualand are consistent with the proposed synthesis of P 29 in the solar system 30 and
Te,128 - Xe 129 dating of meteorites 31 .
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The concentration and isotopic composition of xenon is reported in two samples of Canyon Diablo graphite and
in three coexisting mineral phases from a silicate inclusion of Toluca. The existence of large 129rxe anomalies in
iron meteorites is confirmed. Formation intervals of about 200 m.y. after an initial 129Ij127I = 3 X IQ-3 are calculated. Within the limits of experimental error the xenon appears to be a mixture of atmospheric and average-carbonaceous-chondrite-type xenon. No fissiogenic xenon could be identified.

1. INTRODUCTION
We recently reported the existence of a large
129Xe anomaly in the xenon extracted from a sample
of Canyon Diablo graphite [ 1]. This letter is to report
the isotopic composition and concentration of xenon
from two additional samples of graphite and from
three coexisting mineral phases of a silicate inclusion
of Toluca.
Fleischer et al. [2] have calculated formation intervals from 95 to 830 m.y. for various silicate minerals
in Toluca using the fossil fission tracks attributed to
244Pu. Since these formation intervals are in the
range which can be measured by the 1291 _l29Xe
method, it was decided to analyse the xenon from
some of the inclusions of Toluca. These analyses
were also undertaken in order to determine if radiogenic 129xe is present in the· inclusions of meteorites
other than Canyon Diablo and to see if xenon from
the spontaneous fission of 244Pu could be detected
in iron meteorites.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The only changes in the experimental method as
described by Alexander and Manuel [ 1] were in the

use of a Coors AD-99 High Purity Alumina Crucible
as a liner for the molybdenum crucible and in the use
of a low (T"" 8000C) and a high (T"" 160QOC) extraction temperature for one of the graphite samples.
The sample was first heated to a dull red heat
( R:: 8000C) for 5 min. The gas evolved in this step was
analysed as the first fraction. The sample was then
heated to 16000C so as to degas it completely and gas
so evolved was analysed as the second fraction. The
powdered samples were wrapped in aluminium foil.
The errors in the isotopic ratios represent one
standard deviation (a) from the least squares line
through the observed ratios plotted as a function of
time. The concentration of the xenon was measured
using the peak height method. Although the sensitivities of the mass spectrometer as deduced from air
spikes measured in conjunction with the Toluca runs
agreed to within ± 2%, this high reproducibility is
thought to be fortuitous, and the concentration measurements are considered accurate only to ± 20%. The
tabulated errors in the concentration of 129rxe are
those arising from the uncertainty in the isotope ratios only and do not include the above mentioned
± 20% concentration error. The details of sample
preparation are given in the appendix.

~

Table I
Xenon in the inclusions of iron meteori tes.
129rxe

130xc
Meteorite

X IQ-12cm3/g

X

JO· l 20 m3/g

iXef 130xe
124

126

128

129

131

134

132

136

Reference

Toluca
!"1"1

1. Silicates

(m-18a)
2. Sclueiberslle
(m-l8b)
3. Troilite
(m-18c)

lOS
20.3
22.6

408 ±2

0.0242 0.0223 0.498
10.37
± 0.0011 ± 0.0005 ± 0.006 ± 0.02

5.04
± 0.02

6.36
± 0.03

2.45
± 0.02

2.07
±0.02

This work

19.4± 1.4

0.027.

7.44
0.474
± 0.010 ± O.o7

5.13
±0.07

6.68
±0.08

2.59
± O.o3

2.16
±0.04

Tlliswork

93.8± 1.3

0.020*

O.Q28
0.023
10.63
0.509
± 0.002 ± 0.004 ± 0.006 ±0.06

5.10
±0.04

6.43
±0.03

2.52
±0.02

2.13
± 0.01

m

~
z

0

This work

tTl
:::>:l

....
:"'

..

Great Namaqualand
4. Troilite

0

>
.....

::>

Q.

1.8

9.0±0.9

--

-

--

11.50
± 0.52

5.90
± 0.15

6.17
±0.13

2.30
± 0.05

1.97
±0.05

Alexander,
Bennett and
Manuel [ 12)

9
?"
3::

>

z

c
ITl
.....

Canyon Diablo
5. Gnpllite
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852

0.0256 0.0228 0.532
13.82
± 0.0007 ± 0.0006 ± 0.004 ±0.09

5.2 1
± 0.05

6.56
±0.04

2.58
± 0.02

2. 18
± 0.01

Alexander and
Manucl(ll

6. Gtapllite (m-lb)
1st heating

175

38 ±3

6.70
0.0229 0.0221 0.468
± 0.0006 ± 0.0005 ± 0.003 ±0.02

5.16
±0.02

6.54
±0.02

2.52
± 0.01

2.10
±0.02

This work

11.23
±0.21

5.02
± 0.12

6.49
±o.o8

2.54
±0.07

2.13
±0.08

This work

0.0237 0.02 18 0.473
6.52
± 0.0002 ± 0.0003 ± 0.003 ±0.04

5.23
±O.Q2

±Q.Q)

2.57
0.01

2.18
±0.01

This work

7. Grapllite (m-lb)
2nd heating
8. Powdered graphite
(m-14a)

1.6
860

7.6 ±0.3
34

:!:34

--

* Due to seosivlty problems these values are only u,pper limits.

--

0.60
±O.Q3

6.63

±
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The isotopic composition and concentration of
the xenon extracted from the three Toluca minerals
and the two samples of Canyon Diablo graphite are
shown in table I. The amounts of radiogenic 129Xe
were calculated by assuming that 129Xe/ 130Xe = 6.48
for the nonradiogenic component. This ratio of xenon
isotopes in the atmosphere [6] is within experimental
error of the value reported by Murray [4]. Sample No.
m-1 b is from the same nodule as the sample reported
by Alexander and Manuel [I]. The attempt toremove selectively atmospheric contamination from
this sample by heating to ~ 8000C for 5 min was unsuccessful in that 99% of the xenon and 83% of the
129rxe were evolved at this temperature. The total
129rxe in this sample was lower by a factor of 18
than in the sample previously reported, although the
total xenon content was larger in this second sample.
Bennett [7] has noted after dissolving solid samples of this nodule, that individual specimens in the
I 00 mg size range which appeared to be pure graphite
were often more than 50% other minerals. El Goresy
[8] has documented the extremely complex mineralogy of many graphite inclusions. This nodule is apparently grossly inhomogeneous on the millimeter
scale and the 129rxe is very inhomogeneously distributed within the nodule.
Sample No. m-lb contained 4.3 X I o-Ilcm3 129rXe/g.
When this value is combined with the 0.34 ppm iodine
concentration in this nodule reported by Bennett and
Manuel [3], the formation interval for this sample can
be calculated from the equation [9]
17
Llt} 29 =( _ ) In (127Ijl29rxe) (129Ijl27I)o m.y.
0 693
(I)
Here (129Ij 1271) 0 is the ratio at the end of nucleosynthesis and a generic relationship between iodine
and excess 129Xe is assumed. Using the value
(129Jjl27I) 0 = 3 X I0-3 [10], eq. (I) yields formation interval ..:lt = 200 m.y. for this graphite sample.
Sample No. m-14a is a sample of powdered graphite from a different nodule in Canyon Diablo. It contained so much adsorbed atmospheric xenon that the
meteoritic component was completely obscured. That
this adsorbed xenon is fairly tightly bound is evidenced
by the fact that this sample had been baked overnight

115

at ~ I oooc under vacuum and the pressure at the
start of the analysis was 8 X I o-9 Torr. Perhaps a
stepwise heating experiment could remove the atmospheric xenon, but our results with sample No. m-1 b
suggest that most of the 129rxe would also come off
at fairly low temperatures.
Samples No. m-18a, m-18b and m-18c (silicate,
schreibersite, and troilite, respectively) are from a single inclusion in the Toluca meteorite. The isotopic
composition of the xenon from the silicate and troilite is similar and the difference in the total xenon
content is reflected in the four-fold difference in the
129rxe content. The large 129rxe content of the silicate sample, 4.08 X IQ-1 Ocm3Jg, confirms the existence
of major 129Xe anomalies in the inclusions of iron
meteorites. The schreibersite sample, with only
1.94 X I0-11 cm3Jg of 129rxe, probably contains much
less iodine than the other two phases and further indicates that order-of-magnitude differences in the
129rxe content exist over small distances within the
inclusions of iron meteorites.
The iodine content of Toluca troilite is given as
1.03 ppm by Goles and Anders [ 11]. When this value
is combined with the measured 129rxe content,
9.38 X IQ-llcm3jg, eq. (I) yields a formation interval
of ..:lt = 212 m.y. This is in good agreement with the
formation interval calculated above for Canyon Diablo
graphite and with that reported for a troilite inclusion
of the Great Namaqualand octahedrite [ 12].
In fig. I the 130Xe/ 132Xe ratios are plotted versus
the 136Xe/ 132Xe ratios for the seven samples of iron
meteorite inclusions which have been measured by
this laboratory. On such a plot Funk et a!. [ 14] have
noted that xenon composed of mixtures of atmospheric [6] and average carbonaceous chondrite
(A VCC) [4] x0non will fall on the line between the
AVCC point and the atmosphere point, while xenon
containing a fission component will be shifted off this
line toward the pure fission component [5]. As is
shown in fig. 1, only xenon from the Toluca troilite is
shifted toward the fission component. However, the
uncertainty on this point overlaps the region defined
by the uncertainty in the atmospheric and AVCC
points and does not positively identify a fission component.
Fleischer et al. [2] found the greatest fission track
density in diopside, a silicate mineral of Toluca. The
maximum contribution of fissiogenic 136xe in Tolu-
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Fig. l. The heavy xenon isotopes from the inclusions in iron meteorites. The numbers beside the data points refer to the numbers
in the first column of table 1.

ca's silicate phase can be estimated from their data.
The highest fission track density was observed in a
diopside sample containing 26 ppb uranium and a fission track density which was 51 times that attributable
to the spontaneous fission of uranium over the past
4.55 b.y. Assuming a 6% fission yield for 136xe, this
sample would contain a maximum of 5.8 X lo-12cm3
STP 136fxe per g. Since this is less than 3% of the
observed 136Xe, it is not surprising that the fission
component cannot be positively identified.

APPENDIX
Source and preparation of samples.
A. Toluca: A 96 g sample of Toluca with silicate
inclusion was purchased from the American Meteorite Laboratory (AML No. 128.451). The inclusion is
very irregular, has no well defined boundary, and is
complexly in tergrown with troilite. A piece of the in-

elusion weighing 4.6 g was dissolved in HCl to remove
the troilite. The acid insoluble residue contained two
obvious phases; a dull grayish non-magnetic phase, the
silicates, and a more dense, silvery grayish magnetic
phase, which rapidly tarnished in air to a brassy color.
This second fraction fits the description given by Mason [13] for schreibersite. Separation of the two minerals with a hand magnet yielded 0.585 g of schreibersite and 0.801 g of silicate.
Sample No. m-18a- 0.4909 g of silicate wrapped
in Al foil.
Sample No. m-18b - 0.2816 g of schreibersite
wrapped in Al foil.
Sample No. m-18c - 0.4192 g solid specimen separated from the inclusion. This sample was not treated
with HCl and appeared to be pure troilite.
B. Canyon Diablo Graphite: Dr. Carlton B. Moore
has kindly supplied two different samples of Canyon
Diablo graphite from the Nininger collection at Ariz~
na State University. The first sample was a 30.8 g sobd
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nodule. This sample was broken into convenient sizes.
The sample reported in Alexander and Manuel [ 1] was
a piece of this nodule.
Sample No. m-1 b - 0.311 g of this nodule.
The second sample was 1.4 g of powdered graphite
(No. 34.4012.1).
Sample No. m-14a- 0.376 g wrapped in Al foil.
The graphite samples were not washed or chemically
treated in any way.

[ 3)

[ 4)

[ 5]

[6)
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Analyses of the noble gases from silicate inclusion of Kodaikanal show extensive loss of the lighter cosmogenic
gases. A comparison of the cosmogenic gases in the silicates with reported concentrations of cosmogenic noble gases
in the metal phase indicates an exposure age between 7.5 and 40 million years if a chondritic composition is assumed
for the silicates. An upper limit of 6 X 10-13 em 3 STP radiogenic 129xe per gram is almost three orders of magnitude less than the radiogenic 129xe in Toluca silicates. This agrees with the different K-Ar and Rb-Sr ages reported
for the inclusions in these two meteorites.

1. INTRODUCTION
Burnett and Wasserburg recently reported a welldefined 87Rb-87Sr isochron at 3.8 billion years (b.y.)
for the silicate inclusions of Kodaikanal [I] and a
87Rb-87sr age of 4.7 ± 0.5 b.y. for Toluca [2]. We
reported a large excess of 129 Xe in a silicate inclusion
of Toluca [3] and showed that excess 129Xe was
present in the inclusions of other iron meteorites.
Since Kodaikanal is apparently about 53 half-lives of
1291 younger than Toluca, noble gas analyses were
performed on the silicate inclusions of Kodaikanal in
order to test the source of excess 129 Xe in meteorites.
While this work was in progress, Bogard, Burnett,
Eberhardt and Wasserburg [4] reported a 40 Ar- 4 0K
age of Kodaikanal inclusions consistent with the
Rb-Sr age and "a very young exposure age for an
iron meteorite(.;;::; 40 m.y.) based on upper limits of
the cosmogenic He, Ne and Ar in the metal phase".

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
Dr. C. B. Moore supplied 116 mg of Kodaikanal
silicates from Nininger Specimen No. 633.1. This
sample was divided into two smaller samples:
No. m-2Ia weighing 52.0 mg and No. m-21 b weighing
63.7 mg. The silicates were a mixture of fine-grained

material, the largest grains being"" 1 mm. Although
an attempt was made to divide the material with no
obvious bias, these two samples could not be considered as true aliquots. The samples were wrapped in AI
foil and mounted in the side arm of an extraction
bottle. The procedure for gas extraction and analysis
was as described by Alexander and Manuel [5].
The concentrations tabulated in table 1 were obtained by the peak height method and are considered
accurate only to ±20%. The error in the isotopic ratios represents one standard deviation (a) from the
least squares line through the observed peaks plotted
as a function of time. The actual peak heights were
extrapolated rather than the isotopic ratios because
the peak heights were observed to vary in a linear
manner while the isotopic ratios were changing in a
non-linear manner. The ratios reported are calculated
from the least squares lines at the point of entry of
the gases into the mass spectrometer.
Although the noble gas concentrations shown in
table I were corrected for blank, the concentrations
of krypton and xenon are believed to be upper limits
due to atmospheric contamination in the samples.
Sample No. m-21 b contained a smaller contamination
component for the light noble gases and appreciably
less krypton and xenon. The krypton and xenon results for No. m-21 bare therefore considered more
reliable than the results of sample No. m-21a. The ex-
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Table 1
Rare gases in Kodaikanal silicates.
No. m-21b
(this work)

Sample
Reference

No. m-21a
(this work)

Helium
[3CHe] X 10-8 cm3/g
[4He] X lQ-8 cm3jg

0.76

0.77

~220

~145

Neon
21Nej22Ne
20Nej22Ne
[22Ne] X lQ-8 cm3 /g
[21CNe] X 10-8 cm3jg (1)

0.132 ± 0.005
8.61±0.10
12.3
1.30

0.218 ± 0.008
7.89 ± 0.14
5.03
0.99

Argon
38Arj36Ar
[36Ar] X 10-8 cm3/g
[38cAr] X 10-8 cm3jg (3)
[40rAr] X 1Q-4 cm3/g

0.951 ±0.018
0.97
0.84
3.6

1.05 ± 0.03
0.83
0.82
3.4

Krypton
[84Kr] X lQ-11 cm3/g

~36

~6.9

Xenon
129xeJ132xe
[132xe] X 10-11 cm3Jg
[129rxe] X 10-12 cm3/g (5)

0.99 ± 0.07

0.98 ± 0.05

~2.9
~2.3

~1.1
~0.6

Silicates
Metal
(Bogard et al. [4])
~8
~27

~200

~

0.9
"'='1.4 (4)
11.4-12.2

0.2 (2)

~0.9(4)

Calculated assuming the observed 21Nej22Ne was a combination of atmospheric 21Nej22Ne = 0.029 [6] and cosmogenic
21Nej22Ne = 0.95 [9]. See fig. 1.
(2) Listed as total 21 Ne.
(3) Calculated assuming the observed 38Arj36 Ar was a mixture of atmospheric 38 Arj36 Ar = 0.187 [ 8] and cosmogenic 38Ar/3 6Ar

(1)

= 1.55 [9].

(4) Listed as total 38Ar.
(5) Calculated by subtracting atmospheric 129Xejl32xe = 0.98 [ 10].
cellent agreement in the concentration of the cosmogenic and radiogenic isotopes 3cHe, 2 1cNe, 38c Ar and
40r Ar indicates that the contamination problem was
not insurmountable for· the light noble gases.

the abundances of cosmogenic He, Ne and Ar in the
metal phase of Kodaikanal [4] . However, the silicates
of Kodaikanal may have lost most of the 3 He, since
the escape of 3 He from feldspar is well documented

[16,17].
3. DISCUSSION
The 4 He abundances shown in table 1 are upper
limits owing to atmospheric contamination problems
at mass 4. The 3He abundances correspond to an exposure age of 0.4 m.y. for a 3He production rate of
2 X 1Q-8cm 3 STP/g m.y., as has been used for stone
meteorites [14), and to an apparent maximum exposure age of3 m.y. for the minimum 3He production
rate of 0.25 X 10-8 cm3 STP/g m.y. observed in iron
meteorites [ 15) . These ages are one or two orders of
magnitude lower than the upper limit calculated from

The loss of 3 He from the silicates may have been
accompanied by loss of 4 He. Bogard et a!. [4] noted
that their upper limit of 4 He in the silicate inclusions
was only of the value expected for chondritic abundances ofU and Th. Our upper limit of 4 He in sample
No. m-21 b indicates that the silicate inclusions in Kodaikanal contain a maximum of
of the value expected for chondritic abundances of U and Th. If the
low 3 He and 4 He result from heating during exposure
to cosmic rays [14, 18], then it appears that the
above 3He exposure ages are likely to be at least an
order of magnitude too small.
The ratios of cosmogenic gases in Kodaikanal sili-
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Fig. 1. Comparison of neon in silicates from Kodaikanal with atmospheric [6], Fayetteville 600°C
"solar" [ 12] , and cosmogenic [ 7] neon.

cates, 3He: 21 Ne: 38 Ar = 0.94: 1.2: 1.00, also show
depletion of cosmogenic 3He. In the iron phase of
Deep Springs this ratio is 3He: 21 Ne: 38 Ar =
58:0.2: 1.00 [9] and in chondrites the ratio is about
3He: 21Ne: 38 Ar ~ 19:7.8: 1.00, the exact ratio depending on chemical composition, cosmic ray energy
spectrum and diffusion loss [19]. Although the
21 Ne: 38Ar ratio in Kodaikanal silicates could be produced by a mixture of cosmogenic gases from the
metal and silicate phases, the low 3He: Ar ratio indicates that the 3 He actually produced in the silicates
was at least 20 times the abundance presently observed. This extensive 3He loss suggests that the low
21 Ne: 38 Ar ratio may result from gas production ratios similar to that observed in chondrites with preferential escape of the lighter gases. Thus if there has
been no loss of cosmogenic 38 Ar then the amounts of
3 He and 21 Ne actually produced during exposure to
cosmic rays amount to 15 X 10-8 and 6.4 X 10-8
cm 3 STP/g, respectively. For a chondritic composition, this yields a minimum exposure age of 7.5 million years. If this is combined with the upper limits of
cosmogenic gases in the metal phase [4] , the exposure
age of Kodaikanal can be specified between 7.5 and
40 million years.

[11],

The amounts of ZONe and 22Ne observed in the
silicate inclusion were appreciably larger than the
amounts observed from analyses of gas generated by
heating the crucible to 1600°C. The isotopic composition of the excess neon can be estimated from the
neon correlation plot shown in fig. 1 [20]. Atmospheric [6],cosmogenic [7], "solar" [12] andneon
released from the gas-rich regions of Fayetteville [11]
are shown for comparison. The excellent fit of the
neon data from Kodaikanal on the line connecting atmospheric and cosmogenic neon indicates that the
non-cosmogenic neon is atmospheric in composition.
The krypton and xenon shown in table 1 may be
mostly atmospheric contamination, particularly in
the case of sample No. m-21 a. The xenon data are important in that they indicate an upper limit of
6 X I0-13cm3 STP radiogenic 129xe per gram of Kodaikanal silicates. By comparison silicate inclusions
from Toluca contain 4080 X I0-13 cm3 STP 129rxe
per gram [3]. Although the iodine contents of these
silicate inclusions have not been reported, equal iodine
contents would require that Kodaikanal formed at
least 9.4 half-lives of 1291 after the formation of
Toluca. Thus the 1-Xe formation ages of Toluca and
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Fig. 2. Comparison of upper limit on radiogenic 129xe in silicates from Kodaikanal with radiogenic 12 9xe per gram of tellu~um
in the Renazzo, Murray and Mighei chondrites, in the Shallowater achondrite, in Sardis and Great Namaqualand troilite, and m
tellurium ores from Mangfallberget and Boliden, Sweden. Calculated from data tabulated by Manuel and Boulos [ 13). For
Kodaikanal silicates 1 ppm tellurium assumed.
Kodaikanal are consistent with the Rb-Sr ages reported by Burnett and Wasserburg [ 1, 2].
The above calculation of I-Xe ages assumed a generic relationship between iodine and excess 129Xe. In
terrestrial ores, a definite generic relationship has
been established between excess 129Xe and tellurium
[21, 22], but the 129xe in these ores is accompanied
by excess 131 Xe. Recently Alexander, Bennett and
Manuel [ 23] reported an excess of 129 Xe and 131 Xe
in a troilite nodule of the Great Namaqualand iron
meteorite. Manuel and Boulos [ 13] compared the
excess 12 9 Xe to tellurium in terrestrial ores and meteorites. From the variation of this ratio with age, as
shown in fig. 2, they suggested that 129 I is being continuously produced in solar material from tellurium.
In fig. 2 the excess 12 9Xe is expressed as cm3 STP per
gram of tellurium.
It was hoped that the results of this work would

serve as a test of the proposed continuous generation
of 129I from tellurium. As can be seen in fig. 2 the
late formation time of Kodaikanal and its low exposure age make it an ideal sample to distinguish between the 12 9Xe from earlier synthesized 129 I, decaying with a half-life of 17 million years, and the proposed 12 9Xe generated from tellurium. However, our
upper limit on the radiogenic 129Xe, as shown in fig.
2, is too high to make this distinction. The use oflarger samples or better removal of atmospheric contamination in future studies on Kodaikanal should settle
this question conclusively.
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The production of xem from the decay of Cs1114 was determined by measuring the amount of Xe114 in a
pile-irradiated cesium salt. A branching ratio (>.E.c.+>.p+)f>.p-=4.5Xt0-7 was obtained by comparing the
excess Xe13' with the Cs1"' activity.

,_rHE study of the

concentration and isotopic composition of xenon in old terrestrial and meteorial
samples has given many interesting clues to the early
history of the earth and the solar system in general.l-'
Therefore, it is of interest to study those nuclear reactions which could produce xenon isotopes. Although
mass data 5 indicate that about 1.04-MeV is available
for the Cs134 ~ Xe 134 transition, the decay of Cs134 by
electron capture or positron emission has not been reported. Keister et al. 6 have set an upper limit of 1% for
the electron capture branching ratio of Cs134 • Mims
and Halban 7 have reported an upper limit of 8.6X 1Q- 5
for the positron-emission branching ratio. If the electron
capture branching ratio were about 1% for Cs134 then a
particle irradiation of terrestrial or meteoritic material8
could conceivably alter the fractional abundance of
Xe134, since Cs133 has an appreciable thermal neutroncapture cross section (30.6 b 5). In view of the possible
importance of an electron capture or positron-emission
branch in the decay of Cs134 a direct measurement of
the branching ratio was undertaken.
Two samples of approximately 0.65 g CsCl (Matthey
Specpure grade) were encapsulated in VvcoR, evacuated
to ::::::1X1Q- 7 mm Hg, sealed and irradiated together in
• Research supported by National Science Foundation Grant
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a local reactor. The integrated neutron flux was ::::::1.2
X 1017 neutrons per cm2 • After allowing the samples to
decay for four months, one of the ampules was attached
to a Reynolds' type high-sensitivity mass spectrometer.9
The sample was melted under vacuum, and the xenon
analyzed according to the method given by Alexander
and Manuel. 10
The xenon isotopes were normalized to Xe 129 and the
excess of mass number 134 was calculated from the
equation
(Xe134/Xe129)oample- (Xe 134/Xe129 )atoms =

A134.

134

The amount of excess Xe produced per g of cesium
was (7.2±0.3)X 1Q-11 cc STP. The Cs1:u content in the
duplicate sample was determined by means of radio
chemical techniques with a Nai scintillation counter.
The counter was calibrated with a similar activity of a
new liquid Cs134 standard purchased from Nuclear
Science and Engineering Corporation. From the Cs134
activity in the duplicate sample, the number of Cs134
atoms that had decayed at the time of the Xe 134 analysis
was found to be 4.24X 1015 atoms per g of cesium. When
combined with the Xe 134 excess the above value yields
AE.c.+X,+jA.p-=4.5X 1Q-7 •
The above value is thought to be accurate to about
± 10% based on the statistical errors on the Cs134
activity and the Xe 134 excess.
In view of the size of the branching ratio of Cs134, this
possible source of Xe 134 in naturally occurring samples
is probably negligible.
We wish to thank M. Little and the reactor crew for
their assistance with the irradiation of the samples and
with the-y counting.
• J. H. Reynolds, Rev. Sci. Instr. 27, 928 (1956).

10 E. C. Alexander, Jr., and 0. K. Manuel, Earth Planet. Sci.
Letters 2, 220 (1967).
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Xenon in chondrules and matrix material of chondrites
E. C. ALEXANDER, JR. and 0. K. MANUEL
Department of Chemistry, University of Missouri, Rolla, Missouri 65401

(Received 12 August 1968; acceJJted in revised form 26 September 1968)
Abstract-Analyses of xenon in two olivino--hypcrsthene chondrites show that radiogenic
xonon-129 resides in both tho chondrules and in the matrix material. Radiogenic xonon-129
is more prominent in the chondrules, but the nonradiogenic xenon is more abundant in tho
matrix material.
INTRODUCTION
29
THE EXISTENCE of now oxtinct F
in the early history of the solar system has been firmly
established by studios on the release of excess Xe 129 from the iodine sites in chondrite meteorites
(REYNOLDS, 1960; JEFFERY and REYNOLDS, 1961; REYNOLDS, 1963). From investigations of
diverse chondrites at Berkeley, it has been shown that the high-temperature minerals of all
tho chondrites studied began to retain radiogenic Xo 129 when the J129fp27 ratio was 10-4
(HOHENBERG et al., 1967). Analyses of a separated chondrule and of a wholo sample of tho
Brudorhoim chondrito defined the same sharp I-Xe isochron, and HoHENBERG et al. (1967)
suggested that the sharp I-Xo isochron observed in the diverse chondrites rcsultod from iodinC'bearing, high-temperature minerals in tho chondrules. This suggestion is supported by chemical
and mineralogical evidence that the chondrulos and metal grains condensed from a. hot solar
nobula and that matrix material formed later at lower temperatures (WooD, 1967; LARIMER,
1967; LAIUMER and ANDERS, 1967; ANDERS, 1968). It should be noted, howovor, that tho bulk
samplo of Brudorheim, IB-1, contained about twice as much radiogenic Xe 129 as the chondrule
IBC-21 (MERRIHUE, 1966).
In order to see if the non-magnetic matrix material makes a significant contribution to tho
radiogenic Xe 129 observed in the bulk chondrites, the abundance and isotopic composition of
xenon were moasured in separated matrix material and chondrules for two of the chondrites
reported by HoHENBERG et al. (1967). Although there have been no previous roports of xenon
analyses on the matrix material from any of the chondrites presented by HoHENBERG et al.
(1967), MERRIHUE (1966) found the radiogenic Xe 129 content to vary from 33 to 412 x l0-12 cm 3
STP per gram in fivo different samples of the Bruderheim chondrules, and RowE (1968) reports
almost equal concentrations of Xe129 in matrix and chondrules of primitive chondrites.
PROCEDURE AND DISCUSSION
Because MERRIHUE's results had shown radiogenic Xe 129 to be in the chondrules, care was
taken to separate the matrix material from any chondrules. This was accomplished by removing
tho chondrules with a minimum force and by using only the nonmagnetic-200 mesh fraction of
tho matrix material. Microscopic examination revealed none of the small sphorical chondrules
found in the larger sized fractions of this material. Although this process yielded unrepresentative
matrix samples, it appeared to quantitatively separate the chondrules from the fino-grainod
ground mass. Both the Bjurbole and Bruderheim "matrix" samples appeared similar under
magnification, but we feel more eonfident of tho separation for Bjurb6le because less force was
necessary to remove chondrules from matrix for this chondrite. Tho analytical procedure and
tho error analysis are as reported earlier (ALEXANDER and MANUEL, 1968).
The results of our analyses are shown in Table 1. In B1 uderheim the radiogenic Xe 129 is
greatly enriched in the chondrules yielding the highest Xe 129fXe 130 ratio reported in any sample.
The primordial xenon is almost uniformly distributed between the chondrules and tho matrix.
In Bjurbole the radiogenic Xe 1 29 is more abundant in the chondrules but less prominent than
in Bruderheim chondrules. The difference in the distribution of rl;lodiogenic Xe129 in these two
olivine-hypersthene chondrites may reflect the reheating of Bruderheim by shock about 500
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Table 1. Xenon m chondrules and in the nonmagnetic matrix material of Bruderheim
and Bjurbole chondrites
Druderheim
Chondrules
Matrix

Xel24
Xol26
Xel2s
Xel29
Xol30
Xol31
Xel32
Xel34
Xel36

Xel32
Xol29r

~

Bjurbole
Chondrules

Matrix

Isotopic composition relative to Xe 130
0·0307 ± 0·0005
0·0293 ± 0·0004
0·902 ± O·Oll
0·530 ± 0·008
0·533 ± 0·010
45·0 ± 0·4
7·70 ± 0·03
17·60 ± 0·08
1·000
~ 1·000
~ 1·000
5·101 ± 0·009
5·11 ± 0·05
5·08 ± 0·03
6·299 ± 0·013
6·26 ± 0·02
6·20 ± 0·02
2·475 ± 0·016
2·46 ± 0·01
2·35 ± 0·03
2·084 ± 0·014
2·12 ± 0·02
1·96 ± 0·01
Weight of sample (mg)
304·6
853·4
257·8
Concentration of standard isotope and radiogenic Xe129
in units of 10-12 cm3 STP per g
1·4
1·6
42·8
54
1·9
476

0·0251
0·0246
0·523
10·77
~ 1·000
5·06
6·23
2·33
1·94

±
±
±
±

0·0016
0·0009
0·009
0·08

±
±
±
±

0·06
0·07
0·02
0·01

527·7

83·0
356
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Fig. l. Heavy xenon isotopes in the chondrules and matrix of Bruderheim and
Bjurbolc. The dark points are matrix material and the white points are chondrules.
Tho point P represents xenon from tho average carbonaceous chondrito
(KRUM.MEXACHER et al., 1962; EuGSTER et al., 1967; MAHTI, 1967), point A
represents atmospheric xenon (XIER, 1950) and point R represents tho 600°C
fraction of Renazzo. Tho whole sample of Bruderheim is unpublished data
from this laboratory. This correlation plot for heavy xenon isotopes is similar to
that employed by RoWE (1968) to distinguish between the fission xenon observed
in Pasamonte and in Mokoia matrix.
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million years ago (HEYMANN, 1967). By <'omparing the release of radiogenic Ar40 with pileproduced Ar-3 9 from those two chondrites, MERRIHUE and TURNER (1966) showed that
Bruderheim had selectively lost its radiogenic Ar 40 from the low temperature minerals, whereas
Bjurbole displayed a constant Ar39fAr 40 ratio for all of the major potassium-bearing minerals.
The low abundance of radiogenic Xel2 9 in the matrix of Bruderhoim suggests that this gas was
lost with the radiogenic At 40 from this fine grained matrix material.
Due to the low abundance of trapped xenon in Bruderheim, small anmnalies of other xenon
isotopes are also noticable. The heavy xenon isotopes, Xel3l-136, may contain a component
from fission. A recent step-wise heating experiment on matrix material from the Mokoia
carbonaceous chondrite revealed an apparent excess of fission-produced xenon (RoWE, 1968).
The fission component in Mokoia matrix displayed a larger Xel36fXel 32 ratio than had been
detected in tho Pasamonte achondrite (RoWE and KuRODA, 1965; EBERHARDT and GEISS, 1966)
and was most pronounced in the xenon released at 600°C and 850°C. In Fig. 1 our results on
Bruderhoim and Bjurb6lo are compared with the fission component observed in Mokoia and
Pasamonte in tho manner employed by RoWE (1968). Although tho excess heavy xenon isotopes
in Bruderheim chondrulos are consistent with a Pasamonte-type fission component, the excess
Xe136 in tho matrix material appoars to be moro like that observed in the matrix material of
Mokoia.
Tho excess Xe 128 in Bruderheim chondrules is not understood. Although blank analyses
revealed no background peak at mass 128, the possibility of some contamination entering the
mass spectrometer with tho sample gas cannot bo ruled out. Due to the lack of data for Xe124
and Xe 126 , it is not possible to determine if the excess Xel 28 results from spallation reactions or
from neutron capture on iodine. vVhethor from spallation or neutron capture, confirmation
of this anomaly in tho chondrulos and its absence in the matrix material would be valuable in
comparing the early history of tho chondrules and the matrix material.
As noted earlier, the Bjurb6le matrix was easily removed from tho chondrules and seems less
likely than tho Brudorheim matrix to be contaminated with chondrules by our separation
procedure. Since severe shock has produced polycrystalline grains in Brndorheim (\VooD, 1967),
this event might also contaminate Bruderheim matrix material with fractured chondrules.
Yet our analyses revealed a much larger excess of radiogenic Xo129 in the Bjurb6le matrix than
in Bruderhoim matrix. It therefore appears that matrix material of ordinary chondrites contains
an appreciable fraction of the radiogenic Xel 29 reported in bulk chondrites. As a result of
finding radiogenic Xol2 9 in the matrix material of those chondrites, additional experiments are
planned to determine if the matrix material fits the same sharp I-Xe isochron reported by
HOHENBERG et al. ( 1967) for the whole chondrites.

Aclcnnwledgments-\Ve thank Dr. C. B. MoonE and Dr. l\:L \V. RoWE for supplying the samples
used in this study and tho N a tiona! Scion co l<'oundation, grant XSF -GA-1462, for financial
support. One of us (E.C.A.) was recipient of an NDEA fellowship.
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XENON IN KIRKLAND LAKE TELLURIDES
E.C.ALEXANDER, Jr., B.SRINIVASAN and O.K.MANUEL
Department of Chemistry, University of Missouri-Rolla,
Rolla, Missouri 65401, USA

Received 11 November 1968
Measurements on xenon and tellurium from a Kirkland Lake telluride show that the half-life for the double betadecay of 13 0-re is 2.03 ± 0.30 X 1021 years and that of 128Te is~ 1.2 X 1023 years. It is shown that the excess
129 Xe and 131 Xe in tellurium ores does not correlate with the 130re-130xe age or with the uranium content.

1. INTRODUCTION

Interest in the double beta-decay of 130Te has lead
to many analyses of the isotopic composition of xenon
from old Tellurium ores [ 1-9] . Probably the most
convincing evidence for the double beta-decay of
130 Te has been reported by Kirsten et al. [7,9], who
found a very large excess of 130xe accompanied by
relatively small amounts of other xenon isotopes.
However, all analyses of xenon from Tellurium ores
reveal an excess of 129xe and 131 Xe in addition to
the decay product, 130xe, and the half-lives reported
for 130 Te have varied between 1020.48 and 1021.34
years [9).
Our investigation of xenon in tellurium was undertaken to better establish the half-life of 130Te and to
obtain new xenon data which might elucidate several
problems which arise from a comparison of the results
of Kirsten et al. [9) with the results of earlier xenon
analyses. In the remainder of this introduction we will
briefly outline the causes which lead us to this investigation.
Prior to the latest report by Kirsten et al. [9] , all
studies had revealed a larger excess of 129xe and
131
Xe than of 130xe. Although this report [9) of
excess 13 0xe with only small anomalies at 129Xe and
131
Xe has been interpreted as evidence that all of the
excess 13 0xe in tellurium ores comes from the double
beta-decay of 130Te, it should be noted that the tellurium ore which was reported to contain little or no
anomalies at 129xe and 131 Xe yielded a longer half-

life for 130Te than was obtained from any of the tellurium ores containing excess 129 Xe and 131 Xe. It was
suggested that the "true age" of other tellurium ores
could be calculated from the 130Te half-life obtained
by Kirsten et al. [9). Since all other measurements
had yielded a shorter half-life of 130Te, such calculations would show that all other experiments had consistently underestimated the "true age" of their tellurium ores. Since hydrothermal deposits are generally
younger than the surrounding material, one would not
expect that other investigators would consistently underestimate the age of tellurium ores by assuming the
geological age of the ore to equal that of the surrounding material.
Rather than accept the conclusions of Kirsten et al.
[9) as final, it seemed that other measurements were
necessary to show that the longer half-life of 130Te
which they report was not due to
a) the production of BOxe together with 129Xe
and 131 Xe in some tellurium ores by reactions
other than the decay of BOTe; or
b) the escape of the noble gas decay product,
130xe, over geological time as has been observed
for radiogenic 4He and 40 Ar in many rocks and
minerals.
It should be noted that the first mechanism could
account for the apparently long 130Te-130xe age of
tellurium ores containing excess 129xe and 131 Xe.
The second mechanism could explain both the long
half-life of 130Te reported by Kirsten et al. [9) and
also account for the low concentrations of 129Xe and
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131 Xe in their ore if these two isotopes are formed at
an early stage in tellurium ores and escaped together
with part of the 130xe relatively early in the history
of the ore.
Evidence that noble gases have escaped from the
ore studied by Kirsten et al. [9] may be found by
comparing the U-He and K-Ar ages of the tellurium
ores. If there has been no loss of noble gases, these two
dating techniques should give concordant ages. However, Kirsten et al. [9] reported the K-Ar age of their
tellurium ore to be over six times the U-He age.
Thus, this investigation was undertaken in order to
obtain reliable xenon analyses from a very old tellurium ore whose local and regional geology had been
studied in detail [I 0-12]. The lead telluride (altaite)
sample used for this study is from the Macassa Mine,
Kirkland Lake Gold District, Ontario, Canada. In this
area the ore mineralization lies principally within
syenite. From Sr-Rb dating of the alteration zone
and the host rocks, it appears that the syenite was
emplaced 2260 ± 88 m.y. ago and ore mineralization
occurred 1826 ± 36 m.y. ago [11,12].

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Mr. W.C.Ward, mine engineer for the Macassa Gold
Mine of Kirkland Lake, Ontario, supplied approximately five grams of syenite containing altaite. The sample
was crushed on a molybdenum sheet with a steel hammer until it passed through an 80 mesh screen. The
crushed, sieved sample was separated into two density
fractions using methylene iodide (p = 3.3 g/cm). This
heavy liquid separation yielded 0.72 g of altaite and
4.25 g of host rock.
2.1. Noble gas analysis
An aliquot sample of the altaite weighing 4 71.7 mg
was wrapped in aluminum foil and mounted in a side
arm chamber of the gas extraction bottle. After the
pressure had been reduced to ~ 1o- 8 mm Hg, the
sample was dropped into a previously outgassed molybdenum crucible and heated to I 500°C by induction
heating. The evolved gases were collected on charcoal
and cleaned on titanium foil at 850°C. Air spikes containing about 0.01 cc STP air were analyzed before and
after the sample to obtain the sensitivity and mass discrimination of the mass spectrometer.
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The concentration of xenon was measured by the
peak height method. From the air spike analyses the
sensitivity of the mass spectrometer for xenon was
constant to within± 12.7%. The errors on the isotopic
ratios represent one standard deviation (a) from the
least squares line through the observed ratios plotted
as a function of time. The detailed procedure and
method of data reduction have been reported earlier
[ 13].
2.2. Tellurium analysis
Two aliquot samples weighing 38.4 mg and 51.8
mg were analyzed for tellurium by atomic absorption.
Ea.ch sample was dissolved in 5 ml of aqua regia and
diluted to 50 ml with distilled water. A reagent blank
was also prepared by diluting 5 ml of aqua regia to
50 ml. Duplicate analyses were made on each sample
by diluting 2 ml of the above solutions to 25 ml with
distilled water.
Standard solutions of tellurium were prepared by
dissolving reagent grade Te0 2 in aqua regia and diluting to produce tellurium concentrations of 20, 40, 60,
80 and 100 ppm. Standard solutions of PbN0 3 were
also prepared and mixtures of this and the tellurium
standards analyzed to show that the lead does not
interfere with the determination of tellurium by atomic absorption. The standard solutions were used to
define the absorbancy curve in the usual manner.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of our analyses are shown in table I.
Since the fission component is negligible, the excess
of each xenon isotope can be calculated by subtracting
the atmospheric xenon spectrum [I 4 J from the xenon
spectrum of the sample normalized to 132 Xe,
io = (iXej132Xe)samp1e- (iXej132Xe)atrnos. (1)
For a tellurium content of 53.1 ± 1.5 weight percent,
eq. (I) yields 4.4 ± 0.8 X J0-13 cc STP excess 128Xe/
gm Te, I .65 ± 0.26 X I o-11 cc STP excess 129Xe/gm
Te, 3.40 ± 0.51 X w- 11 cc STP excess 13°Xe/gm Te,
and 7.71 ± 1.30 X w-1 2 cc STP excess 131 Xe/gm Te.
The half-life for the double beta-decay of tellurium
to produce xenon is
(2)
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Table 1
Xenon and tellurium in altaite from Macassa Mine, Kirkland Lake, Ontario.
-----------------------------------------

124
<0.0061

126
<0.0063

Xenon from 471.7 mg sample
129
130
131
132
134
1.477±0.013 1.167±0.007 1.018±0.013 =1.000 0.393±0.004
[Xe132J = 1.78 ±0.23 X IQ-11 cc STP/gm
Tellurium from 38.4 mg sample
Tellurium from 51.3 mg sample
TriaJ No. 1
Te = 0.0196 gm
Trial No. 1
Te = 0.0276 gm
TriaJ No.2
Te = 0.0209 gm
Trial No.2
Te = 0.0278 gm
Average [Tel = 53.1 ± 1.5% of sample by weight
128
0.084±0.002

where iTe/iXe is the parent: daughter ratio of mass
number i in a tellurium ore of age t.
For the double beta-decay of 130Te eq. (2) yields
a half-life of 2.03 ± 0.30 X 10 21 years for an ore
mineralization age of 1.826 ± 0.036 X I 09 years [ 11,
12). This is in good agreement with the results of
Inghram and Reynolds [2] who measured t% = 1.4 X
J021 and Kirsten eta!. [9] who measured ty2 =
2.19 ± 2:~§ X I 0 21 years. The excellent agreement
between the half-life obtained from this study and
the results of Kirsten eta!. [9] on an ore containing
little or no anomalies of 13l Xe and 129 Xe clearly demonstrates that the production mechanism of 130xe
is not related to the production of 129Xe and 131Xe.
This agreement also suggests that there has been essentially no loss of 13 0Xe from these ores over geological time.
Due to previous analyses on neutron irradiated
samples. our mass spectrometer has a small background
of IZR Xe. The excess IZR Xe obtained in these studies
is therefore only an upper limit. Our 128Xe data in
eq. (2) define a lower limit for the double beta-decay
of I2 8 Te of fy2 ? 1.2 X I o23 years. This lower limit
is more than an order of magnitude greater than the
lower limit obtained by Takaoka and Ogata [3]. The
half-lives of both 12 8 Te and 130Te are greater than expected for the no-neutrino decay mode (Majorana
theory) but are consistent with the two-neutrino
mode of decay (Dirac theory).
The origin of excess 129 Xe and 13 1Xe in tellurium
ores is not understood. Although the excess 129xe and
131 Xe are not present in the same ratio in various tellurium ores, the concentrations of these two xenon
isotopes are certainly correlated. Inghram and Reynolds [2] suggested that neutron capture on tellurium
plus some extinct 129 1 could be responsible for these

136
0.330±0.004

two xenon isotopes. Takagi eta!. [15] noted that
the reaction of negative muons on tellurium,
130Te(J..C,n)l29Sb, together with secondary neutrons
produced by interactions of muons with associated
material, 128Te(n;y)129Te and 130Te(n;y)131Te, could
explain the high 129Xej131Xe ratio observed in tellurium ores. Kirsten and Schaeffer [ 6] and Kirsten et al.
[8] attribute most of the excess 129Xe and l31Xe to
neutron capture on 128 Te and 130Te in the hydrothermal solution prior to mineralization. According to
their model some fraction of the 129 Xe and l31Xe
anomalies were trapped together with 1291 formed
earlier from the 128Te(n;y) reaction. They cite the
high U-Xe age of their Boliden ore as evidence of a
high neutron flux prior to the last cooling of the ore

[8].
From the half-life of 130Te obtained from this
study we have calculated the 130Te-130Xe age of
other tellurium ores. The ores are listed in table 2 in
order of increasing 130Te-130Xe age. The atomic
ratios of excess 129Xe to tellurium, the ratios of fissiogenic 136 Xe to tellurium and the ratios of excess
129Xe to 131Xe are shown for each ore. An excess of
129Xe, 131Xe and fissiogenic 136xe is shown for the
ore studied by Kirsten et al. [9], although they state
that "We found a large excess of 130 Xe not accompanied by any other anomalies". The method of calculating the excess 129Xe, 131 Xe and 136xe in this
ore is shown in the appendix. The 130Te-130Xe age of
the Boliden ore studied by Kirsten et a!. [ 8] agrees
with the U-136Xe age. This suggests that theK- 40Ar
and U-4He ages which they reported were too short
due to loss of these lighter noble gases, rather than
the incorporation of excess fissiogenic l36Xe into the
ore at the time of mineralization.
For three of the ores listed in table 2 fissiogenic
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Table 2
Excess 129xe, 131xe and l36xe in tellurium ores.
----------------------------------130Te-130xe Age
Excess 129xe/Te Excess 136xe/Te
129.sj131.s
Investigator
billion years
atomic ratio
atomic ratio

~-------~-

Source of Ore
Oya Gold Mine
Goodhope Mine
Boliden
Kirkland Lake
Boliden
Boliden

0.225
1.22

1.26 X w-14
2.5-1.0 X IQ-14

<6.63 X 10-16
9.2 X IQ-15

1.77

5.15 X 10-12
1.04 x w-13
1.05 x w-12
5.21 X 10-12

1.30
<7.8
3.6
3.6

= 1.826
1.83
2.29

X
X
X
X

10-11
10-16
1Q-14
1Q-14

1.59
1.5-2.1 *
2.5*
2.15
2.3*
2.97

Takaoka and Ogata [ 3]
Kirsten et al. [ 7) and
Kirsten eta!. [9)
Kirsten et al. [8]
This work
Kirsten and Schaeffer [6 J
Inghram and Reynolds [2]

* In these ores the fissiogenic xenon was a major component of the heavy xenon isotopes. The 129.sj131.s ratio may have large
errors due to the correction for the fission component.
xenon was a major component of the heavy xenon
isotopes. For these ores the 129 0/13 18 ratios ... re very
dependent on the correction for the fission component and the values shown in table 2 should only be
considered as estimates. Except for these three ores,
the 12 9ojl31o ratios appear to increase with the age
of the tellurium ore.
Since fission of uranium produces only about 40
neutrons per atom of 136 Xe, the primary fission neutrons generated within the tellurium ores could not
produce the large excesses of 131 Xe and 129Xe by
neutron capture on BOre and 128 Te. Any secondary
neutrons generated within the ore should also be proportional to the fissiogenic 136 Xe, but in the Boliden
ores the excess 129 Xe to tellurium varies only by a
factor of 5 while the excess 136Xe to tellurium changes
by almost three orders of magnitude.
If the excess 129 Xe results from a ,u-flux generated
within the earth by high energy electron antineutrinos,
then the ratio of excess 129 Xe to tellurium should increase with ore age. Although the data tabulated in
table 2 generally fit this pattern, the Boliden ore
studied by Kirsten et al. [8] certainly does not fit this
pattern.
In addition to the mechanisms previously proposed
to explain the 129Xe and 131Xe anomalies in tellurium
ores, it should be noted that (n,2n) reactions on natural tellurium would only produce one xenon isotope,
129 Xe. For the 130Te(n,2n)129Te reaction the Q value
is -8.15 MeV and the cross section is~ 500mb [16]
for 14 MeV neutrons. Thus the high 129Xejl31 Xe
ratios and the generally increasing concentrations of
129 Xe and 131Xe with ore age could result from a

natural flux of fast neutron which would produce
both 129xe and 131Xe via (n;y) reactions on tellurium
and 129xe via (n,2n) reactions on tellurium.
However, the xenon data presently available from
tellurium ores does not appear to yield any definite
information on the origin of the excess 129Xe and
131xe. Although the excess 130Xe appears to result
only from the double beta-decay of 130Te, the mystery
of the high 129 Xe/ 131 Xe ratios observed in all tellurium
ores remains unsolved.
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APPENDIX
Although Kirsten eta!. [9) indicate that the native
tellurium from the Goodhope Mine contains no xenon
anomalies other than excess 130xe, an earlier report
[7] on xenon from this same ore lists the xenon con-
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tent (in units of 10- 11 cc STP/gm) as follows: 128Xe
.;;;;; 0.09; I 29Xe = 0.43; I30xe = 2.9; 13 1 Xe = 0.29;
l32Xe = 0.35; I34Xe = 0.11 and 136Xe = 0.16. The
high l3 6 Xe: 134 Xe ratio indicates that most of these
heavy xenon isotopes are from fission. If the xenon
spectrum is corrected for this fission component using
the spontaneous fission yields of 2 38 U reported by
Young and Thode [ 17], there remains (in units of
10- 11 cc STP/gm): l28xe.;;;;; 0.09; 12 9Xe = 0.43;
I30Xe = 2.9; 131 Xe 0.28 and 132 Xe 0.26.
Since all of the 134 Xe and 136 Xe appear to be fissiogenic, the absence of an atmospheric component of
these isotopes suggests that all the remaining 129 Xe
and 13 1 Xe may be from the same nuclear reactions responsible for producing excess 129Xe and 131 Xe in
other tellurium ores. Alternately a minimum concentration of excess 12 9 Xe and 131 Xe can be calculated
by assuming that all of the remaining 13 2 Xe is atmospheric and that the 129Xe and 131Xe still contain a

=

=

proportionate atmospheric component. Subtraction
of this component [ 14] yields the minimum concentrations of anomalous xenon, 129 Xe = 0.17 X 10-11
and 131 Xe = 0.08 X 1o-11 cc STP/gm.
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Xenon and Krypton from the Spontaneous Fission of
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The isotopic composition of xenon and krypton was measured in aluminum foils which had been exposed
to ~101°fissions of C£25!. Relative to Xe136 , observed yields are Kr81:Kr&<:Kr&:Kr36:XeU1:Xe132 :Xe134 :Xelll8=
0.010:0.017:0.0049:0.032:0.35:0.52:0.90:1.000. These results show a higher relative yield at mass 134
and less fine structure in the 83-86 mass region than reported from energy-versus-time-of-flight .studies
on single fission fragments. Our results do not confirm the sharp minimum in the fine structure at mass 136,
as suggested from radiochemical studies in the mirror mass region.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE fission yiel~s of C~262 have b_een reported earlier
from both radiOchemical stud1es1- 3 and energyvelocity correlations of single fission fragments. 4 The
results of these studies do not agree on the fine structure in the 112-115 and 132-136 mass regions nor on the
yields near mass 83. In addition to these divergent
results, the energy, time-of-flight experiment shows an
unusual shoulder of the mass yield curve in the 84-86
mass region.
This investigation of the fission yields across the
krypton and xenon isotopes was undertaken to resolve
the difference in the earlier reports and to compare the
fission yields of C£25 2 with the naturally occurring fissiogenic xenon and krypton in stone meteorites.5-9 Although
the results of this study give no new information on the
absolute fission yields, earlier studies10 •11 have shown
that mass spectrometric measurements of the isotopic
composition of krypton and xenon can give very
reliable relative yields at the mass regions in question.

T

II. PROCEDURE
Two aluminum foils, 0.001-in. thick with 0.75-in.
diam, were exposed to a C£252 source of approximately
1X 107 fissions per minute. About five months after the
foils had received an integrated flux of ,....,5 X 1010
1 L. E. Glendenin and E. P. Steinberg, J. lnorg. Nucl. Chern. 1,
45 (1957).
2 J. G. Cuninghame, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chern. 6, 181 (1958).
a W. E. Nervik, Phys. Rev. 119, 1685 (1960).
• H. W. Schmitt, W. E. Kiker, and C. W. Williams, Phys. Rev.
137, B837 (1965).
6 M. W. Rowe and P. K. Kuroda, J. Geophys. Res. 70, 709
(1965).
8 C. M. Hohenberg, M. N. Munk, and J. H. Reynolds, J. Geophys. Res. 72, 3139 (1967).
.
.
7 H. Funk, F. Podosek, and M. W. Rowe, Geoch1m. Cosmochrm.
Acta31, 1721 (1967).
8 M. W. Rowe, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 32, 1317 (1968) ·
• ]. H. Reynolds and G. Turner, J. Geophys. Res. 69, 3263
(1964).
10 G. W. Wetherill, Phys. Rev. 92, 907 (1953).
11 W. H. Fleming and H. G. Thode, Phys. Rev. 92, 378; 92,
857 ( 195.1).
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fissions, they were mounted in a Pyrex extraction bottle
together with blank foils and the pressure reduced to
,..._,lQ-9 mm Hg. The foils were dropped into a previously
outgased molybdenum crucible and melted by radiofrequency induction heating. After cleaning the gases
on titanium foil at 850°C, the krypton and xenon were
released into the mass spectrometer as separate fractions by selective adsorption of xenon on charcoal at
the freezing point of mercury. Air spikes of "-'0.01 cc
STP were analyzed by the same procedure to obtain
the relative sensitivities for krypton and xenon and the
mass discrimination of the mass spectrometer. This
instrument has been described by Reynolds. 12 The
detailed experimental procedure and method of data
reduction have been reported by Alexander and
Manuel. 13
The xenon and krypton were corrected for mass
spectrometer memory by extrapolating the peak heights
to the time of entry into the spectrometer. The errors
reported in the isotopic abundances are one standard
deviation ( u) from the least-squares line through the
peak heights as a linear function of time. The first f?il
analyzed, No. 237, displayed relatively large contammation peaks in the krypton region. Most of this contamination was removed before analysis of the second
foil.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The isotope spectra of krypton and xenon are shown
in Table !.1 4 An atmospheric component was computed
by assuming that all the Kr82 and Xe 129 , shielded from
{3 decay by stable Se82 and 17-million year P 29 , we~e of
atmospheric origin. The fission spectra were obtamed
by subtracting this "atmospheric" com~nent from t~e
total spectra. The larger number of fissiOn products m
foil No. 245 result from its exposure to the C£252
source for 223 h compared to 189j h for foil No. 237.
J. H. Reynolds, Rev. Sci. Instr. 27,928 (1956).
.
c. Alexander, Jr., and 0. K. Manuel, Earth Planet. Sci.
Lett. 2, 220 (1967).
1• A. 0. Nier, Phys. Rev. 79,450 (1950) ·
11
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TABLE

Observed peak•

Nuclide

Kr

c f2 6 2

I. Krypton and xenon from the spontaneous fission of CfJU.
Foil No. 237
Atmosphereb

0.380±0.028 0.380±0.028
0.655±0.032 0.379±0.028
1.88±0.14

2.01±0.14

FISSION OF

FROM

0.200±0.017
1.45±0.08

0.57±0.04

Xell'

1.04±0.04

1.04±0.04

Xel"'

0.179±0.013 0.160±0.006

Observed peak•

Fissiogenic

Foil No. 245
Atmosphereb

Fissiogenic

0.0724±0.0119 0.0724±0.0119

!!!!!0.000

!!!!!0.000

0.276±0.060

0.413±0.031

0.072±0.012

0.341±0.043

0.130±0.28

0.921±0.072

0. 358±0. 059

0.563±0.131

0.200±0.017

0.160±0.007

0.88±0.12

1.147±0.014

0.109±0.018

0.388±0.04

0.388±0.04

0.071±0.017

0.06±0.006

aO.OOO

0.019±0.019

0.160±0.007
1.038±0.32
=0.000
0.011±0.023

47 .58±0.42

0.311±0.03

47.27±0.45

XeW

42.58±0.16

0.83±0.03

41.75±0.19

Xel"

63.0±0.2

1.06±0.04

61.9±0.2

69.76±0.66

0.395±0.04

69.37±0.70

XelM

107.7±0.6

0.41±0.02

107.3±0.6

120.33±0.90

0.153±0.02

120.18±0. 92

XeW

119.6±0.3

0.35±0.01

119.3±0.3

135.23±0.30

0.130±0.01

135.10±0.31

• Corrected for mass discrimination.
b Computed by asaumln11 that all Kill and Xe"' were atmospheric contamination with isotopic composition from Nier (Ref. 14).

The correction for this second component across the
xenon spectra was very small and the relative yields
from both foils, as shown in Table II, agree within the
statistical error. However, the correction for "atmospheric" krypton was appreciable, and the relative yields
from the two foils do not agree. Since foil No. 237 contained less fissiogenic krypton and over five times more
"atmospheric" krypton than foil No. 245, any error
introduced by assuming that this second component
has the isotopic composition of normal krypton will be
most pronounced in computing the fission yields from
foil No. 237. For this reason we believe that the fission
yields for krypton are more reliable for foil No. 245
than for foil No. 237.
TABLE

Mass No.

II. Mass yields from the spontaneous fission of CP62•

Foil No. 237

Foil No. 245

Schmitt
el al.•

83d

0.047±0.010±20%

0.051±0.006±20%

0.082

84d

0.022±0.047±20%

0.085±0.020±20%

0.115

85d.o

0.155±0.013±20%

0.109±0.005±20%

0.156

86d

0.150±0.023±20%

0.156±0.006±20%

0.148

131

Glendenin and
Steinbergb
Nervik•

0.021

1. 73±0.01

1.73±0.02

1.718

132

2.57±0.01

2.54±0.03

2.329

3.5±0.5

134

4.45±0.03

3.493

4.8±0.7

136

•4.953

4.41±0.04
•4.953

• See Ref. 4.
b See Ref. 1.
"See Ref. 3.
d The first error shown is a statistical error based on variations in the
11

In Table II the fission yield of Xe136 has been arbitrarily set at 4.953%, the value reported by Schmitt
et al. 4 for mass 136. Since all of the 4.4-h Kr86m had
decayed prior to our analyses, only the 10.27-year K.r8S
was observed. The yield shown in Table II for mass 85
has been corrected for the branching decay 15 of Kr 86 m
whereby 78% of the Kf8Sm {3 decays directly to Rb 85 and
only 22% of the KrSSm decays to the 10.27-year ground
state of Kr85.
The krypton yields in Table II are larger relative to
xenon than indicated by the peak heights shown in
Table I because the spectrometer is more sensitive
for xenon than for krypton by a factor of 4.1±0.8. The
20% error due to the uncertainty in the sensitivity for

1.27
1.84

4.953
signal. The second error is due to the uncertainty in the instrumental
sensitivity of luypton relative to xenon.
• The yield at mass 85 was corrected for the fj decay of 78% of the Kr"'"'
with a 4.4-h half-life (see Ref. 15) •

A. T. Blades and H. G. Thode, Z. Naturforsch. lOa, 838 (1955).
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krypton relative to xenon has been tabulated separately
since this error does not apply to the fission pattern
across the krypton isotopes taken by themselves.
As noted earlier, the fission yields across the krypton
isotopes are be~t represented by the values obtained
from foil No. 245. By setting the fission yield of mass
136 equal to the value reported by Schmitt et at.,4 the
fission yield at mass 86 also agrees, within the error
limits, with their value. However, our yields across the
krypton isotopes are appreciably steeper than reported
by Schmitt et at., 4 and the results from foil No. 245 do
not confirm the fine structure reported near mass 85.
Since any independent yield of ground state KrBD would
decrease our estimate of the yield at mass 85, it seems
unlikely that we have underestimated this yield by
assuming that all of the observed yield, the ground
state KrBD, came from the decay of KrBOm. At mass 83 our
results are almost exactly the average of the values
reported by Nervik3 and by Schmit et at.,4 although
their values lie outside our error limits. Thus, our
krypton data confirm that the light-mass peak of C£262
is significantly wider than the light-mass peak of lJWi.
The yields from foil No. 245 are compared with previous
results in Fig. 1.
In the xenon region our results on the yield at mass
131 relation to mass 136 are in good agreement with the
work of Schmitt et al., 4 as shown in Fig. 1. However, at

mass 132 and mass 134 our yields show more evidence
of a fine structure as observed in neutron-induced
fission of U236. Early radiochemical studies by Glendenin and Steinberg' in this mass region and by Nervik3
in the mirror mass region have indicated the presence of
this fine structure. N ervik3 also reported a fine-structure minimum at mass 112 and suggested that this
would be reflected at mass 136. Our results do not confirm this minimum. In both the xenon and krypton
regions, our results are somewhere between the yield
values obtained by radiochemical means and by energy
velocity studies on single fission fragments. Thus, it
appears that neither of these techniques is presently
perfected to the point of eliminating the need for the
other.
The fission yields of xenon and krypton from the
transuranium elements are of geological importance
because of the possible existence of these elements in
the early history of the solar system. Studies on 'fenon
and krypton from stone meteorites have shown an
excess of fissiogenic xenon and krypton over that
attributable to uranium.~>--9 Fissiogenic xenon was first
discovered in the metamorphosed Pasamonte achondrite6 and attributed to the now extinct Pu244 • Stepwise
heating experiments6 on this meteorite have shown the
following fission component, Kr86:Xe 131 :Xe132 :Xe134 :
Xe138 =0.028-Q.15:0.25:0.88:0.92: 1.00. An earlier sug-
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gestion that the primitive Renazzo chondrite contains
much larger amounts of fissiogenic xenon9 has recently
been confirmed by studies on several primitive chondrites.7·8 The composition of the fission component in
Renazzo9 is Xe131 :Xe132 :Xe134 :Xe136 = 0.13:0.16:0.72:
1.00, and there is more fissiogenic xenon6 than can be
accounted for by the usual estimates of Pu244 •
The fission yields from C£262, Xe131 : Xe 132 : Xe134 : Xe136 =
0.35:0.52:0.90:1.00, are intermediate between the two
fission components in meteorites except at mass 131,
as shown in Fig. 2. This pattern suggests that the
fissiongenic xenon in the primitive chondrites may
result from a nuclide heavier than C£262 and that the
excess heavy xenon isotopes in the achondrites may
result from a nuclide lighter than C£262 , such as Pu244 •
Although the man-made nuclides heavier than C£262
have short half-lives, it is not unreasonable that the
events which synthesized our elements were capable of
extending the production to the heavier mass region
where greater stability is expected.16 If this were the
case, then the mass yield pattern in the primitive
chondrites would result either by direct fission of these
heaviest nuclides or by fission of the daughter nuclides
produced in the a-decay series.
It is interesting to note that the Kr86 :Xe136 yields
from Cf262 are 0.031: 1.00 and > 0.028: 1.00 in Pasamonte. Since the yield at mass 86 appears to decrease
more rapidly with increasing mass number of the
parent than does the yield at mass 136, the K.f86:Xe136
yields of Pu244 are expected to be as large as the
Kf86:Xe 136 yields of C£262 • Thus, our results on C£262 do
11

G. T. Seaborg, Chem. Eng. News 44, 76 (1966).
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FIG. 2. A comparison of the xenon yields from the spontaneous
fission of Cf2&t with the yields of heavy xenon isotopes observed
in the Renazzo primitive chondrite (Ref. 9) and the Pasamonte
achondrite (Ref. 6).

not support the concern of Hohenberg et al.6 that the
fission-produced Kr86:Xe 136 ratio in Pasamonte is a
factor of 5 higher than expected from extinct Pu244 •
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Abstract -- Analyses for noble gases and for iodine and uranium in Toluca
silicates revealed chondritic-like abundances of all the noble gases except
helium, the presence of radiogenic Xel29 and fissiogenic Xel36, and very
low abundances of cosmogenic noble gases.

Low concentrations of cosmo-

genic gases in near-by samples of the iron phase are interpreted as evidence that the samples were buried deep inside the meteorite during exposure to cosmic rays.

By comparing the concentrations of iodine and

uranium in the silicates with the concentrations of radiogenic Xel29 and
fissiogenic Xel36, the I- Xe and Pu- Xe formation intervals are found to
be concordant at about 200 million years for the B 2 FH continuous synthesis
model.

The iron phase contains about 10- 13 cc STP radiogenic Xel29.
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INTRODUCTION

Earlier work on silicates from the Toluca iron meteorite indicates
that this meteorite formed relatively early in the history of the solar systern.
4. 7

BURNETT and WASSERBURG (1967) measured the Rb- Sr age at

+ o. 5

of 4. 6

x 109 yr ( 4. 7 A. E.) and BOGARD et al. (1967) report a K- Ar age

+ 0.1

A. E.

The silicates contain more of the decay product of ex-

tinct r129 than do many of the chondrites (ALEXANDER and MANUEL~
1968)

and also show an excess of fission tracks due to solidification before

the complete decay of now extinct Pu244 {FLEISCHER et al., 1968).
ever~

How-

the earlier report on xenon released by total melting of silicate,

schreibersite and troilite inclusions of Toluca did not reveal any fissiogenic
Xel36.
This study of Toluca silicates was undertaken in an attempt to detect
fissiogenic Xel36 by dividing the total xenon from the silicates into fractions
released at different gas extraction temperatures.

This technique has been

used earlier to separate the components of noble gases in stone meteorites
II

{ZAHRINGER, 1962; REYNOLDS and TURNER, 1964). An aliquot sample
of the silicates was analyzed for iodine and uranium by neutron activation
in order to compare the rl29- Xel29 and the Pu244- Xel36 formation intervals.

Since earlier analyses on xenon in Toluca silicates revealed a pri-

rnordial xenon content comparable to that found in chondrites, all of the
stable noble gas isotopes were measured to see if the abundances of the
lighter gases in the silicates were also similar to the abundances found
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in stone meteorites.

In order to estimate the diffusive loss of cosmogenic

gases from the silicates (MEGRUE, 1966; EBERHARDT et al•, 1966), the
abundance and isotopic composition of noble gases were determined in two
nearby samples of the iron phase.

EXPERilviENTAL PROCEDURE

The Toluca sample from which the silicates were taken had been
purchased from the American Ivleteorite Laboratory and was identified as
AlV..LL No. 128.451.

The silicate inclusions are intergrown with troilite

which was removed by dissolving in dilute nitric acid.

A sample of the

-80 mesh silicates weighing 471.3 rng was used for noble gas analyses and
an aliquot sample weighing 82.5 mg was analyzed for iodine and uranium by
neutron activation.
The samples of Toluca iron were cut from American Meteorite
Laboratory specimen, Alv'..LL No. 128.483.

According to HUSS (1969) this

sample of Toluca iron was located 5 to 5. 5 em deeper inside his orginal
Toluca specimen than was AivlL No. 128. 451, the silicate sample.

The

iron was cooled in liquid nitrogen, cut into two pieces, and a hole drilled
in each.

The resulting samples weighed 11.048 grams and

a. 595

grams.

These were mounted in the extraction bottle by supporting on molybdenum
rod and the gases extracted by radio-frequency inductionheating. As the
surface of the sample melted it would fall from the RF field into a molyb ..
denum crucible below.

The analysis and gas clean-up were as described

by ALEXANDER and :MANUEL (1967).
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For the silicates the only change in the gas analysis as described
by ALEXANDER and 1.\l.i:ANUEL {1967) was in the use of successively higher
gas extraction temperatures, 650°C, 1000° and 1500°C.

The sample was

wrapped in aluminum foil and heated in a previously outgassed molybdenum
crucible by radio-frequency induction.

Each temperature was maintained

for 30 minutes while the gases were collected on a charcoal finger cooled
with liquid nitrogen.
The errors reported in the isotopic ratios for noble gases represent
one standard deviation (c:r) from the least squares line through the observed
ratios plotted as a function of time.

The ratios reported are calculated

from the least squares lines at the point of entry of the gases into the mass
spectrometer.

Iviass discrimination across the heavier noble gases was

determined in the air spikes.
was less than

o. So/o

The discrimination across the neon isotopes

and the discrimination across the two helium isotopes

was not measured due to the low atmospheric abundance of He3.

Except

for the three lightest noble gases, all of the isotopic ratios have been corrected for mass discrimination.

The concentration of each noble gas was

determined from its peak height relative to the average peak height observed
in two air spikes analyzed before and after the sample analysis.

For all

noble gases the sensitivities were found to be constant to within±. 20o/o.
The Toluca silicates which were analyzed for iodine and uranium
were washed in distilled water and ethanol, dried at 100°C, sealed in polyethylene vials and irradiated for 45 minutes with t\.vo monitors each of
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iodine, uranium and tellurium in a flux ~ 1012 n/cm2 sec.

Following the

addition of iodine carrier, the iodine activities were chemically separated
from the silicates and the monitors according to the procedure described
by BECKER, BENNETT and IvlANUEL (1968).
The iodine activities were initially detected in a proportional counter
with a background of 12 cpm and later transferred to a Tracerlab low level
Omniguard counter where the activities were followed for two days.

Yields

of 70- 83o/o were observed for iodine from the silicates and the monitors.
Errors on the iodine and uranium values were estiinated from the variatilm
in the activity of the monitors and do not take into account any systematic
error that might arise from contamination or selective loss of radioactive
iodine before equilibration with carrier iodine.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The neutron activation analysis yielded 30. 7
2.15

+ 0.13

ppm iodine.

+ 1. 8

ppb uranium and

The abundance and isotopic composition of helium,

neon and argon are shown in Table 1.

No value is shown for argon released

at 1500°C from the silicates due to incomplete clean-up of CO from this
argon fraction.

Only an upper limit on Ne20 is sho·wn for the 1500°C frac-

tion since some contribution of doubly-ionized Ar 40 to the observed mass20 peak is suspected.
Of the three light-weight noble gases, neon and argon appear to be
II

as concentrated in the silicates as in ordinary chondrites (ZAHRINGER,
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1962), but the concentration of He4 in Toluca silicates is ~ 1/100 of that
expected from the a-decay of 30. 7 ppb uranium over the past 4. 6 A. E.
For an exposure age of 0. 5 A. E. (ANDERS, 1962) the concentrations of
cosmogenic gases, He3c, Ne21c and Ar33c, are also much lower than expected for samples near the surface, and the ratios of cosmogenic products
in the iron phase, He3C/Ne21c, Ne2lcfAr38c and He3C/Ar38c, are all
lower than any of the values reported in 23 iron meteorites by SIGNER and
NIER (1962).

These low ratios and the low concentrations of radiogenic

He4 in the silicates may arise from diffusive loss of gases from the Toluca
samples used in this study.

However, the extremely low concentrations of

cosmogenic Ar33 shown in Table 1 and the very small component of spallationproduced xenon to be discussed later indicate that these samples were
located deep inside the mass of the rneteorite during exposure to cosmic
rays.

In contrast to the low concentrations of cosmogenic gases shown in

Table 1, SIGNER and NIER (1962) found much higher concentrations of
cosmogenic helium, neon and argon in another specimen of Toluca.
The abundance and isotopic composition of krypton in the silicates
are shown in Table 2.

The isotopic composition of krypton in the iron

phase is not reported because of hydrocarbon interference and memory effects
of neutron-irradiated

s~""np1es

in the krypton mass region.

Due to a pos-

sible hydrocarbon contamination at masses 78 and 80, and the absence of
any excess l(r82 and Kr83, it is not possible to distinguish any cosmogenic
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krypton in Toluca silicates.

The high Kr86 /Kr84 ratio released from the

silicates at 650°C and the generally low Kr83 /Kr84 and Kr82fKr84 ratios
are similar to the trapped krypton in chondrites (Iv.LARTI, 1967; EUGSTER
et al., 1967).
The isotopic composition of xenon in Toluca is shown in Table 3.
The small Xel24fXel30 and the Xel26 /Xel30 ratios indicate that the spallation
contribution to Xel30 can be neglected and the cosmogenic Xel26 calculated
directly from the equation,
xel26c

= [ (Xel26/Xel30)

Toluca

• (Xe126fxel30)

] [Xel30]
Trapped
Toluca
••••• (1)

Since the

xel-26 /Xel30

ratio in the atmosphere is smaller than the Xel26f

Xe 130 ratio in primordial xenon (REYNOLDS, 1960), an upper limit on the
cosmogenic Xel26 can be obtained by assuming the trapped xenon to be
atmospheric.

Equation (1) yields Xe126c ,S_ 2.1 x Io-14 cc STP I gm for the

silicate sample (m-Wa) and Xel26c ,S_l. 8 x l0-13 cc STP/gm for the silicate
sample (r. .'l-18g).

These values are lower than the cosmogenic Xel26 con-

tent of most achondrites with exposure ages of a few million years (ROWE
et al., 1965).

For the iron phase equation {1) yields Xel26c ,S_l.l x lo-15

cc STP/gm for {m-29a) and Xel26c ,S_l. 9 x IQ-15 cc STP/gm for (m-29b).
By

contrast, the Costilla Peak iron rneteo1·ite, with a recovered mass of

only 78 pounds and an exposure age of about 0. 5 A. E., contains almost
1000 times more cosmogenic Xel26 (IvlUNK, 1967).

This agrees with our
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earlier suggestion that the Toluca samples used in this work were exposed
to a relatively low integrated cosmic ray flux.
The concentrations of radiogenic Xel29 in Toluca can be calculated
by subtracting an atmospheric component with Xel29Jxel30
1950).

= 6.47

(NIER,

.±. o. 8

x 10-10

This yields concentrations of radiogenic ;{el29 of 4. 0

cc STP/gm in silicate (m-18g), 4.1±.0.8 xlQ-10 cc STP/gm in silicate
(m-18a),

o. 6 + o. 2

X

w-13 cc STP/gm in iron (m-29a) and 1. 7

+ o. 3

X

l0-13

cc STP/gm in iron (m-29b).
As can be seen from Table 3. the xenon released at 650°C from the
silicates is enriched in the heavy xenon isotopes.

To resolve the compon-

ents from mixtures of fissiogenic, atmospheric and trapped xenon. the
observed Xel30 /Xel32 versus Xel36Jxel32 ratios are plotted in Figure 1
in the manner employed by FUNK et al. (1967).

In this plot the xenon

released from Renazzo at 600°C (REYNOLDS and TURNER, 1964) is used
to represent meteoritic xenon with little or no fission component, the
composition of atmospheric xenon is from NIER (1950), and the Pasamontetype fissiogenic xenon is from HOHENBERG et al. (1967).

The xenon data

from a total melt of Toluca silicate sample m-18a are shown for comparison.
From Figure 1 it appears that the xenon released at 650°C is a
mixture of atmospheric and Pasamonte-type fissiogenic xenon.

HOHENBERG

et al. (1967) discuss in detail the evidence that this fission component is
from the decay of extinct Pu244.

The amount of fissiogenic Xel36 released

at 65ooc is given by the following equation,
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If the position of the xenon released at 650° on Figure 1 is interpreted as

evidence that the trapped component released at 650°C is primarily atmospheric, then equation (2) shows that Toluca silicates contain 2• 0
lo-12 cc STP Xel36fj gm.

± o. 4

x

This is about 20 times the concentration of fissio-

genic Xel36 that would be generated from the decay of uraniwn over the past
4. 6 x 109 years.

This confirms the suggestion first made by FLEISCHER

et al. (1965) that the Toluca meteorite once contained Pu244.
The concentrations of radiogenic Xel29 and fissiogenic Xel36 in
Toluca silicates can be compared with the concentrations of iodine and
uranium in order to obtain the rl29 11127 and the Pu244ju238 ratios when
these silicates began to retain the xenon decay products,if one assumes a
generic relationship of excess Xel29 with iodine and of the excess Xel36
with plutonium.
Xel29r Jrl27

Our data indicate that the present atomic ratios are

=1. 07 x 10-6 and xel36fju238 =6. 92 x w-1.

By correcting

for the production of So/o of the Xel36f from u238, assuming that the Pu244
fission yield at mass 136 is 6o/o and using 'A.f/'A.a = 1. 25 x
(FIELDS et al., 1966), we calculate that rl29 /1127
Pu244ju238

= 4.4 ± 1. 2

xenon decay products.

w-3

for Pu244

= 1. 07 + o. 21

X

w-6 and

x lQ-3 when the silicates started to retain these
These ratios are not consistent v.:ith an element

synthesis model where initially rl29 Jr127

= Pu244ju238 =1.

For example,

about 640 million years would be required for the Pu244ju238 ratio to
decay from 1 to 4.4 x 10-3, and in that time the rl29 Jrl27 ratio would decay
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from 1 to about 5 x 10-12.

However, our results are consistent with the con-

elusions of SABU and KURODA {1967, 1968) and lviEASON et al. {1967) who
note that the Xel29r and Xel36f concenti'ations in chondrites and achondrites
agree with the continuous synthesis model described by BURBRIDGE et al.
(1957) and KOHMAN (1961).

For a synthesis time of 6 x 109 years, KURODA

{1961) has calculated that the ratios at the end of nucleosynthesis were rl29f
rl27

= 3. 0

X

IQ-3 and Pu244ju238

= 2. 35

X

lo-2.

For this continuous synthesis model the time lapse, t, between the
end of nucleosynthesis and the retention of the xenon decay products in
Toluca silicates is

(Pu244ju238)

Toluca

(1129 fi127)

= 2 • 35 x 10""2 e ... (~244 - ~238)t

Toluca

: 3. 0

X

1Q•3 e - ~120 t
-;

••• (3a)

••• {3b)

In these equations ~ 2 44• ~ 238 and ~ 129 are the decay constants of Pu244,
u238 and rl29.
u238)

Since gas retention started in Toluca silicates when (Pu244j

= 4. 4 + 1. 2

X

w-3

and (r129 frl2 7)

= 1. 07 + o. 21

(3a) yields a Pu- Xe formation interval of 202
yields an I- Xe formation interval of 195

+5

+

X

lo-6' equation

38m. y. and equation (3b)

m. y.

The concordancy of these

time intervals and the excellent agreement with the I- Xe formation interval
of 212 m. y. reported for Toluca troilite (ALEXANDER and lvlANUEL, 1968 )
appear to be evidence for the continuous synthesis model of BURBIDGE
et al. (1957) and the I- Xe and Pu- Xe concordancy reported in stone meteorites (SABU and l.CURODA, 1967 and 1968; MEASON et al., 1967).
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It should be noted, however, that we have established no generic
relationship between Xel29r and iodine or between Xel36f and uranium.
Thus the above age calculations could result from an averaging effect of
some iodine and uranium sites having little or no Xel29r and Xel36f with
other iodine and uranium sites having large excesses of :Xel29r and Xel36f.
Preliminary results in this laboratory on neutron-irradiated samples of
Toluca silicates indicate that the iodine sites which release Xel29r at high
extraction temperatures have much larger Xel29r /!127 ratios than the
iodine sites which release :;:el29r at low extraction temperatures.
work on these neutron irradiated samples is in progress.

Further

Such an in-

homogeneous distribution of Xel29r among the iodine sites of chondrites is
well established (JEFFERY and REYNOLDS, 1961; REYNOLDS, 1963;
REYNOLDS and TURNER, 1964; lvlERRIHUE, 1966).

Furthermore, the

work of FLEISCHER et al. {1968) suggests that Xel36f may not be uniformily
proportional to the u233 content of all Toluca silicate minerals.

These

authors report a higher fission track density of Pu244 relative to u238 in
some silicate minerals than in others.

Thus the apparent agreement of the

I- Xe and Pu- Xe formation ages obtained from equation (3) may be
fortuitous.

However, the agreement of the I- Xe with Pu- Xe ages for

Toluca silicates, the general agreement of these ages with the I- Xe ages
reported for Sardis troilite {REYNOLDS, 1963), Great Namaqualand troilite
(ALEXANDER et al,, 1968), Costilla Peak iron {:tvlUNK, 1967), Canyon
Diablo graphite and Toluca troilite (ALEXANDER and Iv.LANUEL, 1968),
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and the I- Xe, Pu- Xe condordancy obtained from the total Xel29r, Xel36f,
I and U concentrations of stone meteorites (SABU and KURODA, 1967 and
1968; MEASON et al., 1967) all suggest that the "whole sample" I- Xe and
Pu- Xe ages measure the same initial retention of these two xenon decay
products with remarkable accord.
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Table 1.

Helium, neon and argon in Toluca

650°C

Silicates (m-18g}
1000°C
1500°C

Iron (m-29a) Iron (~-..J.-29b}
Total Melt Total lVielt

Helium
He 3 /He4

He3c x 10-lO ce/ gm

o. 008
+ o. 002

o. 015
+ o. 003

o. 009
+ o. 002

4.9

3. 3

24.2

o. 26
+ o. 05

±.

0.12
o. 02
1. 06

1. 18

Neon
Ne211Ne20

0.0207
± o. 0009

o. 0269
± o. 0002

o. 00523
+ o. 00011

o. 0139
±o. 0002

.±.

0.00359
o. 00003

Ne221Ne20

0.171
+ o. 006

+

0.126
o. 001

o. 0773
+0.0014

0.1153
+ o. 0008

+

o. 0007

Sl65

Ne20 x 10-8 eel gm

1. 61

7.11

Ne2le x 10-10 eel grn

2. 85

17.0

37.5

0.1 053

0.143

3.75

0.156

0.236

Argon
Ar381Ar36

0.1886
+ o. 0019

Ar40jAr36

2750
+40

1655
.±. 35

Ar36 x 10·8 eel gm

2. 00

3.37

Ar38c x 10-10 eel gm

0.39

2. 03

----------------------

He3c1Ne2lc

1. 7

0.19

He3C1Ar38c

12. 6

1. 6

Ne 2lc 1Ar38c

7. 3

8.4

0.1922
+ o. 0005

o. 7581
±. o. 0003

+

o. 601
o. 001

169
+2

209
+4

o. 069

0.088

4.48

4.14

0.15

7. 6

4.5

------

0.26

0.26

0,035

o. 057

_____ ..,.

Table 2.

Krypton from Toluca

(m-Wg)
650°C

Toluca Silicates
(m ... l8g)
(m-l8g)
1000°C
1500°C

Kr7UfKr84

o.oo1s
+ o. 0008

0.0063
+ o. 0002

0.0081
+ o. 0008

Kr80Jr<r84

o. 0412
+ o. 0005

0.0449
+ o. 0008

Kr82fKr84

o. 201
.±. o. 002

0.199
.±. o. 002

(m-18a)
total meltl

Toluca Iron
(m-29a)
(m-29b}
total melt
total melt

Atmosphere2

____

------

------

o. 006159

0.048
+ o. 002

o. 0446
+ o. 0010

------

.... -.... -

0.03959

o. 2029
+ o. 0008

0.1987
+ o. 0008

------

........... -

o. 2021

_._

I

Kr83JKr84

o. 201
+ o. 001

0.196
+ o. 001

0.197
:!:_0.002

0.197
+ o. 002

Kr86JKr84

0.303
+ o. 001

o. 305

0.304
+c. 002

0.298
+ o. 002

+ o. 002

1-'

------

-------

o. 2016

------

------

0.3055

-------------------------------------------------------------------------[Kr84] x lQ-10
cc STP/gm

6.64

6.18

3. 03

12.2

0.038

o. 058

1This is the sample for which the xenon was reported earlier by ALEXANDER and MANUEL (1968).
2NIEF (1960)

co
I

Table 3.

Isotopic
Ratios
124

rr

(m-Wg)
6S0°C

130

Toluca Silicates
(m-lag)
1000°C

Xenon from Toluca

(m-18g)
lSOOOC

(m-18a)
total meltl

Toluca Iron
(m-29a)
total melt

u.v2.-12
+ o. 0011

0.0243
+ o. 0008

.:t. o. 0009

(m-29b)
total melt

o. 0241

Atmosphere2

0.02.(S

u.v2.'j

+ o. 0009

+ o. 001

0.02.53
+ o. 0005

xel26Jxel30

0.0251
+ o. 0007

0.024
+ o. 001

0.0233
+ o. 0002

o. 0223
+ o. 0005

0.0239
+ o. 0010

0.0241
+ o. 0006

o. 0221

xel23j xel3 0

0.493
+ o. 004

0.504

+ o. 003

< o. 493

< o. 513

+ o. 007

0.49G
+ o. 006

0.470

7.33
+ o. 07

9. 22
+ o. 06

12. 75
+ o. 04

10.37
+ o. 02

6. 61
+ o. 04

6. 68

·;r
.L>.e

.L>.c

G.495

0.0235

I

xel29Jxel30

Xel31J Xel3°

Xel32/Xel30

Xel34 I Xel3 0

xel3 6J Xel3 0

[xel30] x 10-11
cc STP/gm

s. 21

S.ll

5.04

+ o. 04

+ o. 02

+ o. 02

6. 66
+ o. 03

6.43
+ o. 04

2

6.42
o. 02

+ o. 03

+ o. 04

2. 59
+ o. 02

2.454
+ O. OOD

2.463
+ o. 015

2.45
+ o. 02

+ o. 01

±. o. 02

2. 24
o. 01

2. 09
+ o. 02

2. 06
+ o. 01

2. 07
+ o. 02

2.17

2. 32

1. 35

5. 21

±.

lAL.t:~;~ANiu.1:R and

ZNIER (1950)

l\tlANU£_!_, (1963)

6.36

10.5

5.19

+ o. 03
6.56

2.57

±. o. 02
0.044

5.22
+ o. 04

5.19

6. 56
.:t,o.o2

6.59

2. 54

2. 56

2.14
o. 01

2.17

±.

o. 086

f-'
-..!)

I

+ o. 04

+ o. 02

5.14

6.48

-20-

Figure 1

Correlation plot of xenon from Toluca Silicates.

Pasamonte type xenon

is from HOHENBERG et al. (1967), Renazzo 600° is from REYNOLDS
and TURNER (1964) and atmospheric xenon is from NIER (1950).
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F.

DATA REDUCTION
The isotope spectrum of each gas is recorded from six to ten

times during an analysis.

The spectra are recorded in analog form

on a Honeywell Brown recording potentiometer.

The mass spectrometer

is designed such that the height of the peak is proportional to the
amount of the isotope present.

While the spectra are being measured

the amount of gas in the instrument is changing (due in part to mass
spectrometer "pumping") and the isotopic composition itself is changing (due to "memory" effects).

The spectra are extrapolated to the

time of entry into the mass spectrometer (zero time) to correct for
these effects.
A computer program has been written to extrapolate the spectra
to zero time.

The input data of the program consists of the height

of each isotopic peak and its time from the start of the analysis.
The program linearly interpolates the height of the reference isotope at the time each non-reference isotope was measured.

The pro-

gram then calculates the ratio of each peak to the interpolated reference peak, and linearly extrapolates the resulting ratios to zero
time by the method of least-squares.

Finally, the program calculates

the statistical error of each ratio based on the deviation of the
experimental ratios from the least squares line.
The program is written in Fortran IV for an IBM 360 computer,
copies of the program are available from the mass spectrometer laboratory.

71

The total concentration of each gas is determined by comparing
the peak heights of samples and air spikes, normally analyzed on
different days.
to only

about~

The total concentration is thought to be accurate
10%.

However, the relative isotopic composition

(which is based on data obtained in one 10 to 20 minute period) are
normally reproducible to at least

~

1%.
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Figure 1.

Vacuum System

A.

Titanium furnace No.1

B.

Cu/CuO furnace

C.

Air Spikes

D.

Extraction bottle - see Figure 2

E.

Sample ion gauge
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Titanium furnace No. 2
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Charcoal finger
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Figure 2.

Extraction Bottle

A.

Viewing window

B.

Sample in stora 6 e position

C.

Magnetic slu5

D.

Region used for sealin5 samples into svst1m

E.

Funnel

F.

11

G.

Pyrex to Vycor ,sraded seal

H.

Vycor lower bottle

I.

Fuzed Quartz heat shield
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R.F. heater coils

K.
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L.

Water jacket
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3.

Air Spike s

A.

Filled " old" styl ... spikf'

B.
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C.
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